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Governor

Mills lias gone to

Alamo-gcrd-

Austin, Texas, Jan. 16. A peculiar
situation will confront the administration of Governor-elec- t
Colquitt, after his inauguration tomorow. This is
certain as the result of a caucus on
Prohibition. The leaders of the legislature this morning declined to confirm Colquitt's appointments, in the
absence of his approval of the proposed laws. This is feasible because
of the Prohibition element in the senate. It is expected that the present
legislature will succeeu in presenting
to the people an amendment for statewide Prohibition. Colquitt is an

o

where he will speak tomorrow
night at a statehood meeting at
which Judge A. B. Fall and Hon. W.
A. Hawkins will also be speakers.
Fewer Directors.
The Chino Copper Company of Portland, Maine, has filed a certificacte in

the secretary's office that it has
amended its constitution decreasing
the number of directors from 15 to 9.
This company has an office at Santa
Rita, K. M.
Receiving Reports.
The superintendent of public instruction is receiving reports of the
examinations held Friday and Saturday of those- who wish first and third
grade teachers' certificates. The papers for the examination held here
v ill be sent to Raton for examination.
New Mexico Reform School.
In the matter of making the New
Mexico Reform School a place of con
finement for the United States juvenile prisoners, the matter has been
taken up with the Department of Justice at Washington.
The following
letter is
'Hon. W. H. Andrews,
House of Representatives,

A

Midnight Session.
Tex., Jan. 1C. The Texas
legislature, after resting over Sabbath, resumed its session at 12:01
o'clock this morning to continue the
fight for a prohibition measure which
those who favor restricting the sale
of liquor hope to have enacted before
Governor Campbell retires tomorrow.
Two bills are being considered.
One would prohibit saloons from op-

-

Austin,

erating after nightfall and the other
sets aside $25,000 to be used by the
attorney general in the enforcement
of state laws in general.
At two o'clock a truce had been declared, the opposing factions reaching an agreement that the daylight
hours bill be introduced in the senate,
referred to a committee and adjournment be taken until 10 o'clock this
It was
also
(Monday) morning.
agreed that no further liquor legisla
tion be introduced until after the in
auguration of Mr. Colquitt.

Sir:

Your letter of the 17th instant en
from the
closing a communication
Superintendent of the Reform School
at Springer, New Mexico, has been received.
In reply permit me to inform you
that this institution has been designated today as a place of confinement
of one juvenile prisoner, convicted in
the district of New Mexico. The designation was made at the request of
the judge who sentenced this pris- GREELEY,

COLO., NOT YET
IN 10,000 CLASS.
The district attorney in New MexWashington, Jan. 16. The census
ico informs the department that the bureau announced the population of
Greeley, Weld county, Colo., as 8,179!
for the care and custody of this pris- as compared with 3,023 in 1900, and
oner are fifty cents per day. This is' 2,395 in 1890.
somewhat higher than is paid similar
institutions for the care, of juvenile

oner.

The following letter from the attorney general to Secretary Jaffa explains itself:
Santa Fe, N'. A., Jan. 16, lull.
Hon. Nathan Jaffa, Secretary ot New
Mexico, Santa Fe, N. M.
Dear Sir I am of the opinion that
it. would be advisable for you to address a letter to each probate clerk in
the territory instructing them to
have printed an equal number of ballots for and against the adoption of
the proposed constitution of New
Mexico to be used at the election held
on January 21, 1911.
By adopting this course, every voter
of the territory will be provided with
a ballot wherewith to express his desire as to the adoption or rejection
of the constitution. In view of the
fact that you are the fiscal agent of
the federal government and will hereafter pay for the printing of these
ballots, I believe that such a letter
of instruction comes not only within
your power, but is exceedingly appropriate.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney General

Jaffa's Letter.
In accordance vfcith the above, Mr.
Jaffa, sent the following letter to each
probate clerk:
Mr.

Sani

Fe, N. M., Jan. 16, 1911.
County, New

Probate Clerk of

Mexico.
Dear Sir In accordance with the
opinion of the attorney general of
New Mexico, copy of which is herewith inclosed, I hereby direct that
you have the ballots to be used at the
election for the adoption or rejection of the constitution to be held on
January 21, 1911. printed in equal
numbers, that is, so many "For the
Constitution," and so many "Against
the Constitution." As already indicated to you by this office, each ticket must be printed in both languages,
English and Spanish.
Yours very truly.
NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary of New Mexico.

trj

BALLIiER'S

"We want and expect statehood.
a wonderful
which
develop-- j
merit in Colfax county," snid U. S.
Commissioner S. Locke, of Sprinper,
' who was in the
city this morning,
"What docs t'atehood mean to us?"
he queried. "Just this. An irrik'a-- i
tion project that would consolidate
almost the whole area of Colfax
county and five such a boom to the
county, that capital would flow into
lit. The consolidation would proba-- ;
My be of the Eagle Nest, the Springer
Ditch, the .Maxwell Irrigated lands,
'the French tract, the land of Charles
Springer and scores of other private
owners, making in all over Jn.OeO
CHIEF JUSTICE VJ LLIAM H. POPE,
acres. The capital will be furnished
An Ardent Advocate of Prohibition Who Advises
Temperance Advocates
by Chicago capitalists, who are
.o Vote for the Constitution, and Who Declares the Instrument an Adimpressed with the consolidamirable One.
tion project and I am convinced the
plan will go through if we get statehood. Statehood will not mean merely a great advertisement for New
REAR
Mexico but it will mean stability and
WORKING FOR
that is what capitalists want. They
are still shy of investing in a territory; they want to see if the citizens
BARRY
have enough intelligence to come into the union, now that the opportunity is presented them.
President Agrees to His Step- Mayor R. W. Speer of Denver
Lake Charette,
"Another project is Lake Charette,
Has Announced His
ping Down and Out at
nine miles south of Springer, which
This Time
It
Candidacy
will irrigate 7,000 acres of land.
has been taken over by Kansas capitalists, $10, Otto or more having been
OFFICERS PLANNING
HE MKTS T03J OF HUSHES
paid up and now7 the project is awaiting the result of the ballots, January
j
;

j
i
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It Is Believed That They Intended Questioning His Moral

Character.
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NEW ROLAND
IS IN THE FIELD.

tries.

Washington, Jan. 16. The renewal
to
Who Wants
re- of the fight on Secretary of the Inte Arkansas Minister
Territorial Secretary Jaffa's
Become Governor of New Mexiport on the statehood account for riors Ballinger is contemplated in a
co Under Statehood.
the quarter ending December 31, 1910, resolution presented today by Senashow that $62,978.99 have .been ex- tor Purcell which seeks to force into
Little Rock, Ark., Jan. 16. Rev. J.
the open the report of the joint conpended of the $100,000 appropriation,
but it is estimated that over $30,000 gressional committee that investigat- S. Calhoun, who has been for the past
more will be the cost of registration ed the charges made against the sec few years pastor of the Presbyterian
by Gifford Pinchot, The report church, is being urged by his friends
just concluded and the election of retary
has been In possession of both the in New Mexico to return and become
the
and
21,
printSeturday, January
House and Senate some
no a candidate for the first governor of
ing of the journal in Spanish and action has been taken. time butreso- the new state. He will preach his
Today's
English of the constitutional conven- lution is to the effect
that the find- farewell sermon next Sunday and
tion.
of certain members of the com- next week will leave Little Rock for
The reports show that the total ings
mittee that
Ballinger's ad- hit former home at Nara Visa, N. M.,
number of checks issued for the quar- ministration Secretary
of his office has been on a visit and to look over the situa
ter was 5,308 and of vouchers 4,742. marked by lack of
fidelity to the pub- tion.
The amounts for various purposes lic interests
and that he should no
were: Pay of officecrs, boards of reg
longer be retained in office, are in
istration, clerks of elections, $11,139.-50- substantial conformity with" the eviExpress and messengers, convey dence. Senator Purcell Bays his
ing of boxes, etc., $842.96. For mem pose is to press the resolution topur-a
bers of the constitutional convention: vote as soon as
possible.
salaries, $19,892; employes, $11,461;
Young Elkins in His Seat.
mileage, $6,134.10; clerks of the sec-Washington, D. C, Jan. 16. The
retary's office, $851.25. Stamps, sta- quick induction into office of Senator
$6,843.35. Davis Elkins caused
tionary and miscellaneous,
increased activiPrinting of poll books, ballots and for ty among West
15,000 Thoroughbred Cattle,
Virginia Democrats,
the constitutional convention,
who are insisting that the Democrat6,000 Pedigree Sheep and
Amount expended previous
ic legislature convening
at
today
Other Stock
to the quarter, $895.55 making in all
Charleston shall elect a senator be$62,978.99.
him
and
send
sundown
fore
here on
The report covers over ten large
a special train. Thanks to a contest SIXTH ANNUAL SKDW AT DENVER
typewritten sheets and shows an im- between
several alert Democrats
mense amount of work, for in one
of
item there appeared from 300 to 800 there is no danger such swift work,
are
and
many that Davis Attendance From the Southwest
predictions
can
vouchers. One
easily see jthat
the secretary of the territory has had Elkins will continue many days in
and Middle Western States
the
a busy time as have had his special public service. He was given
Is Large.
seat of Senator Thornton of Louisiassistants and regular office force.
moved
ana,
and
Thornton
yesterday,
Would Pay.
"into a more prominent section of the
Denver, Jan. 16. The sixth annual
In case another constitutional conwestern
stock Bhow was opened here
senate.
Con
of
Senator
Brandegee,
cost
the
to
sit
vention is compelled
this
with a parade through
morning
took
elder
of
seat
the
the
necticut,
to
under; the enabling act will have
the business portion of the city. The
be paid by the territory and would Senator Elkins, having filed for it show will continue
throughout the
come out of the pockets of the tax- long ago. The new Senator Elkins week.
It is the largest in the history
retains Secretary Snyder, and all of
payers.
At the stockhis father's clerical staff, and was o the organization.
Mounted Police.
yards, for the event, there are 15,000
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez called upon by many West Virginia
thoroughbred cattle, 6,000 pedigreed
has returned from a trip to the lower ana Washington friends throughout
sheep and 10,000 fancy hogs.' The
the
The
day.
Rio Grande, where he turned over to
Washington view of Denver horse show
and national
the
Democratic
situation in West Vir- western
various people, a number of stray
poultry show which are being
is
a
that
ginia
combination
was
formbeen
had
that
horses
captured.
held in conjunction with the stock
ed long ago between Chilton
and show win add six hundred blooded
Treasurer's Receipts.
and
that Chilton will get the horses and two thousand
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero Watson,
fancy chick
with ens to the show. The attendance
v has received the following sums for short term, succeeding Elkins,
from the southwestern and middle
(Continued on Page Eight.)
(Continued on Page Eight.)
western states is unusually heavy

'

Ceremonies

Are Participated
in By Minister of Public
Works.

'

Messina, Italy, Jan. 16. The rebuilding of Messina in durable masonry, was inaugurated today, when
the cornerstone of a group of public
munibuildings to be erected
cipality was laid by Signor Sacchl,
minister or the public wortcs, and oth- er members of the government The
ceremony was witnessed by a great
assemblage and aroused much enthu
siasm and new hope for the future.
The ministers go from here to Reg-giwhere there will be a similar ceremony formally opening the work of
reconstruction of the earthquake-strickecity.
by-th-

j

Tax-paye-

s

O. Btireuin. of the

Itio Arriba utility during which be
made addresses at Chama,
Tierra
Amarilla, Parkview. Canjilnn, El Rito.
.bititiu and other puiiiih, declared
that Itio Arriba
will give
utility
i. r,Mit majority or je better than Hon.
T. l). Burns had
io?M:-(-.- !
to
the
cr nsiitmional couvi aiu-i.the comity
received
'.o'lld give. "Reports h
"
at
lieadqtiarti - ?:iil Mr.
h
fiurs'.iru, "are growing better
hour and the majority for the constitution will be between li'mo and
to
Of course, there is nothing
the rumor that an attempt would be
made to fail to record the votes
against the constitution or to prevent
the printing of ballots 'against' the
constitution. That is a matter for
each of the twenty-siprobate clerks,
the twenty-siboards of county com,

x

missioners and the

fifty-tw-

Republi-

can and Democratic 'coun( organizations."
Speaking of Rio Arriba county, Mr.
Rursnm says that all the meetings
were not only well attended but
Tierra Amarilla will give
"00 majority for the constitution. In
Parkview, the most populous precinct
el the county. SO per cent of the voters are for the constitution and in
Abi(tiii, there will be probably not a
single adverse vote.
Santa Fe County.
Hon T. H. Catron. Frank Owen and
campaign party are swinging around
21.
the circle in southern Santa Fe counDeclares He is Friend of People
Locke
said
is
Mr.
that
undoubtedly ty,
touching at Madrid, Golden, San
and Colorado and Not of
true that some people in Colfax coun- 1'edro.
Cerrillos, before returning
ty do not understand the constitution home tomorrow evening. On WednesInterests.
and are not keen for statehood, but day, Mayor Arthur
Seligman, Franiv
coun-t- j
Owen and a party of campaigners
Denver Jan. 1C Mayor K. W. he said he is convinced that the
as a whole realizea the Impor will start for Ildefonso and the
Speer of Denver, in a letter which tance of our admission to the Union
rorthern precincts. Every effort will
has been sent to every Democratic and will carry for the constitution on be made to
secure a practically solid
member of the Colorado General as- Saturday.
vote from Santa Fe county, fti the
city, 75 per cent of the vote will favor
sembly, today made formal announcethe constitution.
ment of his candidacy for U. S. senLincoln County.
ator to succeed the late Senator BATTLE
RAGED
George Curry, Probate
Hughes. In his letter, Mayor Speer
Clerk George
W.
J. H.
Armijo,
says: "I am not a candidate of any
J.
J.
Canning.
and others are
Aragon
or
I
and
would
corporation
interest,
making a vigorous statehood camnot go to Washington unless I could
paign, the effect of which will be nogo as a free mm to work for what I
ticed in the Lincoln county returns
believed to be the best interests of
bii next Saturday.
the people, and tc help Colorado."
Hundred Revolutionists and
San Miguel County.
A Triangular Fight.
Federals
This morning a whirlwind cam
Seventy
Fight
Denver, .lan. 16. Former Governor
paign started in San Miguel county.
at Coyomo
Charles S. Thomas has also mentionSays the Optic:
ed his candidacy. A tinge of bitter
"The county central committee
ness has been given the campaign
found little difficulty in securing comby the advocacy of the election to the
petent speakers, many prominent men
senatorship of Governor Shafroth by
of the county offering their services.
the Rocky Mountain News, because
Among the men who will
are
o the announcement,
it Thus Far the Revolutionists Cleofes Romero, Charles speak
according
A. Spiess.
would prove that Colorado is "not
Have Lost 150 From
Secundino Romero, Dr. M. F. Des
corrupt and unashamed."
Marais, Luis Armijo, A. A. Sena. Mar-Wounds.
Fatal
Dix Advises Democrats to Disregard
irarifn Itniinam T.ruio
wino rifi,i
utciu, rnuiuuu
Caucus.
Gallegos, A. A. Gallegos, Charles W.
A
hour
16.
sixteen
Chihuahua, Jan.
G. Ward and
Albany, x y., Jan. 16. Governor
Judge C. J. Roberts.
government
Dix today publicly advised the Demo- battle between seventy
"Autos,
and saddle horses
buggies
cratic members of the legislature to volunteers and one hundred revolu- will be utilized by the
speakers, many
Coof
at
occurred
the
tionists
village
consider the wishes of their constitu-- :
ot whom will
No details
are neys from onehave to make long jour
ents ahead of the decision of the yomo on Saturday.
precinct to another.
majority in tonight's Democratic cau- - given, but. it is presumed the losses The campaigners are actuated by a
Coyomo is about desire for statehood and
cus on the senatorship. This may are considerable.
the belief
mean that the caucus will be unable midway between this city and Ojina-ga- . that the constitution is
of
worthy
attenOrosco
With
the
holding
to settle the contest and it will be
adoption. They receive no remuneracarried to the floor of the legislature, tion of General Navarro in the west- tion for their services and are in the
ern part of the state, foreigners look work
for no other reason than their
foi interesting developments in the love
TRINIDAD, COLORADO, ALMOST
for New Mexico and desire
is
eastern
The
at
part.
Coyomo
fight
DOUBLED ITS POPULATION.
see it progress in keeping with
taken as a confirmation that the in- rich
heritage of resources and clt
surrection is being careuilly fostered
Washington, Jan. 1G. The populasurpassed by no state in the 1 '"jwnatp
more
east
of
here.
Not
and
northeast
tion of Trinidad, Colorado, is 10,204,
V
Sierra County.
than five hundred federal troops are
compared with 5,345 in 1900.
Judges M. C. Mechem an''
in that section of state. Orosco, In
Parker, with Sheriff G.
Frank W.
talking recently with prominent rail- and other
speakers ha
road men who met him in the mounE. Sanchez
fective
P
in
campaign
tains, said that since the revolution that
ve made an ef- which
started the insurrectos had lost 150 ceded county,
and
ifierra
to the or
J firstcounty
killed and those who died from their
con- was
at
certain to giv
wounds.
fronents, now seems
constitution, '
majority for the
.
only count
MURDERERS OF STANLEY
eaving San Juan as the
the cons'
in wnicti
of twenty-siKETCHELL ON TRIAL. ly adv
Alabama's New Democratic
.mr ; ynui tion may receivea a slightcuuuiw
Puwhich
rse
in
is
vote,
Claim,
Defense, That Deceased
ty
Executive Has It in for
ry on so progressive a umiugilist Made Improper Advances
and people. However, Traveling
to Young Woman.
Temperance
itditor Charles V. Safford is busy m
that county now and is no doubt cio- Marhfleld, Mo., Jan. 16. Walter
INTOLERANCE
AND
BIGOTRY Dipley and Goldie Smith were r
irp effective work for statehood.
Eddy County.
on trial here today charged w'
A mass meeting will be held tomormeed
murder of Stanley Ketchell,
th the row evening at the court house at
He proclaim, That
Enforc- - middle weight pugilist. T'
Carlsbad. A meeting was held at the
.champion
will
to
tion
attempt
pr'
cing Total Abstinence Are
prosecu- - school house at Otis and other points
bery was the motive
a Failure.
tThe defense will a'
jve tnac rou last week, at which the speakers
were C. R. Brice. C. H. McLenathan,
crime.
t
the
of
in
was justified
Says the
iege that Dipley V h. Griffin and others.
Montgomery, Ala., Jan. 16. In his Ketchell because
life of Carlsbad Current:
the
dking
advance
proper
address
Governor
Inaugural
today,
"After the meeting a standing vote
of the alleged Im-.Emmett O'Neil declared that Alaba- byi the pugi''
to the Smith woman was taken on the question, there beOctober
ma's prohibition laws are an inva.st: Ketchell was killed
ing but one vote against statehood
v
and that an Irishman named Larry
15 last.
sion of individual rights and constitu- TWO
tional guarantees and branded
Ryan, one of the best and most whole- the
souled of fellows but he could not
AERONAUTS DROWNED
attempt to Insert the prohibition
miss the opportunity to get on the
clause in the constitution as an offIN THEIR GONDOLA.
side of the under dog for that is
spring of intolerance and bigotry. He
proclaimed prohibition a failure ar
Hasina German Balloon nas oecr. characteristic of many of his countrymen. The school house was full of
recommended a general local op'
Found in a Lake in the Province
law.. He advocated divorce be'
people and the meeting was very enof Pomerania.
Is an exthe liquor interests and politi
don
Berlin, Jan. 16. The German bal thusiastic. The lollowing
said it could be accomplish
which has been tract from the speech of Mr. Brice.
-ween loon Hildebrandt
from 'While the constitution is not perfect
creation of an excise comir
,'i and mUslne since the ascent
ed with power to conti
i by the Scharmgendorf on December 29, was no other work of mortal man is pertraffic.
asion vest- found in a lake in Pomerania prov- fect; but it was the combined ideas
i the liquor ince, Prussia, today.
The bodies of
(Continued on Page Five.)
both aeronauts were in the gondola.
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htoriul Hopubliciin central eotnmit- tee who left for home last evening af-- !
t
r a st rfii'iiurs campaign triij through

SENATOR S HIPS

Re-Ope-

Standpoint

GOOD KEWS FROM ALL POINTS

fti

;

HEELS',

J. A. FOWLER,
Acting Attorney General."
Land Entries.
The following were land entries
Saturday at the local land office: John
Young Brigham, Red River, Taos county; Canuto Martinez, Wagon Mound,
Mora county; Jesus Martinez, Paula
Pf'.dllla, Andres Chavez y Sanchez,
and Refugio Lureas, all of Gonzales,
San Miguel county and all final en-

GDUMTY

j

'
Washington, Jan. 16. The application of Rear Admiral Barry for retire
1'ient has been approved by President
Taft and he has been transferred to
thi- - retired list of the navy.
Rear Admiral Thomas has assumed command
of the Pacific fleet. The action was
taken before the publication of the
AT
allegations that the officers of the
FIGHT OVER MINE
flag ship West Virginia contemplatWORKERS' HEADQUARTERS ed
charges against the admiral, reAGAIN Over Thousand
flecting upon his moral character. It
AssemDelegates
was reiterated at the navy departbled at Columbus, Ohio, to Atment today that no charges had been
tend Convention.
filed against Admiral Barry.
Senator Purcell Introduces
Report Not Denied.
Columbus, Ohio, Jan. 36. About a
Resolution to
n
San Francisco, Jan. 16. The officers
thousand delegates from all over the of the
do not
flagship West
country are here to attend the Na- deny the report that Virginia
Controversy
they have forof
Mine
convention
United
tional
a
warded to Washington grove charges
Workers of America, which meets toagainst Rear Admirai Barry, but e
SON OF
IN SENATE morrow. One of the big fights schedabsolutely to discuss the matter.
uled is over the proposed removal of
to
headquarters from Indianapolis
REGGIO TO
West Virginia Situation Is Com Columbus. President Lewis' friends MESSINA ANDARISE
FROM ASHES.
will
he
be
that
say
From Democratic

prisoners.
If more favorable terms could be
arranged for, the department would
be willing to take up the question of
using this institution for juvenile offenders from New Mexico and the
surrounding territory.
I return the Superintendent's letter,
as requested by you.
Respectfully,

'

More Than 40,000 Acres May Territory Will Go for Statehood
Be Consolidated in One
by Majority of From 12,000
Company.
to 15,000.

j

-

COLFAX

PERSECUTION OF MORMON
MISSIONARIES IN ENGLAND.
British Clergy Aroused By Conversion of Girls Who Are Sent
to America.
London, Jan. le.' W. G. Monson,
chief of the Mormon missionaries in
r.ngiauu, uas auuresseii a leuer 10
Home Secretary Churchill, seconding
tiie request oi ceriam ngnsn ciergy
that the home office investigate Mor-monlsm in this country. Monson al-- ,
leges that the Mormons are being per- -

O'NEILL

AGIST

.-

PROHIBITION

j

J

f

t

A
A

was recently organized in Liverpool
by the Bishop of Liverpool and other
The oujeci
prominent, cuurenmen.
was the expulsion from England of
are
Mormon
missionaries, who
charged with sending many recruits,
States.
chiefly girls, to the United
The crusade is taken up by the clergy
of other cities.
ARMOUR COMPANIES WILL
PENSION OLD EMPLOYES.
Report Confirmed That dig Packing
Concerns Have Decided to Adopt
Such a System
Chicago, Jan. 16. J. Oglen Armour
today confirmed the repcrt that old
age pensions are to be est iblished for
the employes of the Amour companies in all cities. The pensions are
to apply to persons over sixty years
of age 6r who have work id a certain
number of years.
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THE CONSTITUTION

Think This Over

PRO-

VIDES FOR LOWER TAXES
PUH1FYIJG THE ELOCD
TEE ONLY PERMANENT CU2E
No case of Rheumatism was ever
cured except by a thorough purification of the blood; just as long as the
blood remains charged with ferment-

1 infer Grocery Co.
Southern Corner Plaza. Srnta Fc.
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If

erfbut you stil
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For this weather you need good
WEAR.
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serviceable

:

:
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MONDAY, JANUARY 16, 1911.

M.

ing uric acid poison, the painful disThe pains and
ease will continue.
aches of Rheumatism are simply superficial effects of the impurities in
the circulation, and sometimes may
be temporarily relieved by the appli
cation of plasters, liniments, hot
cloths, etc. But the person who trifles
with this dangerous disease by depending on local treatment alone, is
certain to pay for the mistake with,
constant suffering later on. S. S. S.
cures Rheumatism in the only way it
it oossible to cure the disease. It
goes down into the blood, and removes the uric acid from the circulation, so that the nerves, bones, muscles and joints are lubricated and : fed
.1.
wuu nourisii-i
n g elements
instead of being
continually irritated and inflamed with the
sharp, lira tic
i m p u r i ty .
When vS. S. S.
has cleansed
kWMMMNMMMMKM
and purified the
blood, the pains and aches cease, all
inflammation disappears, stiffened
muscles are made pliant, and every
troublesome symptom of Rheumatism
is permanently corrected. Book on
Rheumatism and any medical advice
free to all who write.

Under the Organic Act There Is
No Limitation

Revenue

Un-W.- ll

.

This Offer Should Gain the Confi- dence of the Most Skeptical.

,

Ample-

SELIGMAN BROS CO.

Skeptical

Re
-

We nav fnr nil tho

i
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January White Goods Sale
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'
lower
Statehood means
'
durine the trial if
There is no getting away from that. . to completey reieve you of cons'.i
The constitution limits t lie slate tax pation.
We take all the risk. You
rate to twelve mills tne fust two are not obligated to us in
any way
On
tliat.
ten
mills
and
after
years
if you accept our offer.
whatever,
territhe
account of a large surplus,
That's a mighty broad statement,
torial tax rate last year was eleven but we mean
every word of it. Could
mills. The year before Hint it was
be more fair for you?
14.5 mills, it has been almost sixteen anything
comon-sens- e
A most scientific,
mills, there is no limit to it under
treatment
is
Rexal
which
Orderlies,
owners
the Organic Act and property
Their active
in Albuquerque and Sunta Fe have are eaten like candy.
dis- is a recent scientific
paid as high as seven cents on the principle
is
that
colorless
and
odorless,
a
is
rate
andcovery
confiscatory
that
dollar,
that explains why New .Mexico has j tasteless; very pronounced, gantle
no large cities as cnmpaml with other and pleasant in action, and particu
larly agreeable in every way. This
states.
But. a state 'must pay its officials, ingredient does not cause diarrhoea,
in!

riusea,

some one argues.
So docs a Territory. It is only a few of the officials
whose salary is in part paid by the
United States. The territorial payroll now amounts to fully $70, (mO, and
if. the salaries of heads of institutions, employes, faculti' s. is added.
the present pay roll of the Territory,
especially in legislative ears cannot
be far from a quarter million dollars.
New Mexico now pays its governor,

Incorporated 1903

Established 1856.

This Offer Should Gain the
Confidence of the Most

Night Gowns
Corset Covers

Table Linens

Napkins

Towls

Underskirts

Quilts
India Linons
Lawns

Drawers
Chemise

Waists

Also all Winter Goods

at Cost Including

Overcoats, Suits, Ladies Suits and
Capes, Underwear, Childrens
Coats, Boys Overcoats, Dress
Goods, and many other desirable

flatulence, griping or any

Rexal Orderconvenience whatever.
lies are particularly good for children,
aged and delicate persons.
If you sutler from chronic or habitual constipation, or the associate or
dependent chronic ailments, we urge
you to try Rexal Orderlies at our
risk.
Remember you can get them
12
in Santa Fe only at our store.
tablets 10 cents; 30 tablets 25 cents.
secretary
The Rexal Store.
The Fischer

:::::::

Bargains

TWO

FOR

Only

its judges, its territorial
large sums annually. But admitting, Drug Company.
that under statehood, there would be
an increase of $100,000 in expenses,
which sum would not be reached in farmer and the yield will more than
wipe out that $100,000.
many years, what are the
There is also the refunding by the
TEE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, 0, leaving out of question the compensations?
state of all the county debts, saving
New Mexico receives seven million an average of one and a half per
acres of land, which at the estimate cent on at least $2,000,000, or $30,000
THE DAILY ROUND IIP.
a year in interest charges. For the
of Congress are worth at least
Suppose no income from counties of Santa Fe and Grant, statethat land were had, the principal bood means in addition, the lifting of
THE BALLAD OF THE SAINT.
alone would pay that $100,000 extra the heavy railroad bond indebtedness
The Little Cherubs whispered,
for the next 280 years. But there and to the Territory an additional
What strange, new soul is this
will be an income, from leases, from 650,000 acres worth at least $2,500,000
Who eometh with a robe besmirched
interest, sufficient to give New Mex- out of the million acre grant ceded by
Unto this Place of Bliss?'
ico revenue sufficiently large to pay the United States to pay that railroad
Then spake the Eldest Angel,
the expenses of all the state Institu- aid bond indebtedness.
The robe he wears Is fair
tions, there are twenty of them, and
It is quite apparent, that within a
The groping fingers of the poor
all the public schools. The tax levies few years, New Mexico will not make
Have held and blessed him there. for those purposes would be saved in any tax levy for scfiool
purposes, no
the first instance, and they form a tax levy for institutional purposes,
The Little Cherubs whispered,
large portion of the present tax bill of and that it can reduce tax levies not
'Who comes to be our guest
the property own r. Figure it out for only for state purposes, which by the
With dust about his garment's hem
Would you refuse a
constitution is limiteu to four mills,
yourself.
And stains apon his breast?
of $28,000,000 because it would (but also for county and municipal tax
Then spake the Eldest Angel,
cost you $100,000 a year to administer es. It is safe to predict, that the tax'.Most lovely is the stain
it?
payers in the city who now must pay
The tears of those he comforted
The constitution provides that all a levy of from six to seven cents each
Who may not weep again.'
will pay only three cents on the
j fees must be turned in to the state year,
are the fees of the dollar and that in the country dis
treasurer.
There
The Little Cherubs whispered,
i territorial
secretary, ihe fees of the tricts where the levy is now three
'What strange new soul is he
(seven district clerks, the fees of sher-- l cents on the dollar, a one cent levy
Who cometh with a burden here
jiffs, probate clerks and other county I will more than suffice.
And bears it tenderly?'
.ollicials, said to aggregate $2o0,000 a
Incidentally, that will mean a
Then spake the Eldest Angel,
year, or two and a half times enough mighty uplift in prosperity, a pouring
'He bears his life's award
to pay that extra $100,000 expense, in of capital, an epidemic of industrial
The burden of men's broken hearts
The recovery of those fees alone in enterprise, that will make New Mexi-thTo place before the Lord.
public treasury will reduce the co so wealthy a state, that the small
tax levies materially.
" 'The dust upon his garment's hem
property owner, the small stockgrow-e- r
The constitution provides for an inand prospector, will be entirely exMy lips shall bow to it;
heritance tax, from which Colorado empt from taxation.
The stains upon the breast of him
the past two years collected a quarter
Are gems thrice exquisite.
million dollars, for taxes on the outOh, little foolish Cherubs,
On Pressing Occasions
put of mines, a tax of ten cents on
What truth is this ye miss?
each ton of coal would yield $400,000,
There comes no saint to Paradise,
which would be paid mostly by the
Who does not come like this."
railroads which consume the greater
Presbyter Ignotus.
TinrMnn nf pnnl in Vow Mavicn
On! sources of revenue are provided which
W. C. Gamble's House Burns
last Friday the residence and all the'do not come out 01 the common,
personal effects of W C. Gamble at "geezer" who under the present ter-- j
were re- - rit0al form of government pays the
Columbus, Luna county,
duced to ashes, nothing being saved. bulk of the taxesThen there is the Santa Fe Pacific!
Mr. Gamble had gone to his neigh-- j
bor's for a barrel of water and while railroad. Congress and the supreme
gone discovered that his house was court have declared that the Terri-burning. With Ed Barringer he rush- - tory can collect only $175 a mile from
ed home but the two reached the jit in lieu of all taxes. This is
f
of what the Southern Pacific
too late, to save anything.
Vandal Breaks Street Light Van Pays in this Territory. Under state-- j
dais have already broken one of the nood. the Santa Fe Pacific will pay as
.
much as the Southern Pacific, and that when you need your clothing, or any
new tunesten eleetrin Rtrept
This was at the corner of Canon will mean at least $50,000 a year Part of u cleaned and pressed don't
Road and Delgado stret. As each promptly paid into the territorial and be foolish enough to try and accom-o-f
the new globes costs more than county treasuries.
piigh it yourself because you will lose
$7.00, Mayor Seligman has decided j Then there is the taxation of large both time and
temper and probably
not to put up a new light until the tracts of land held for speculative pur-Better bring them
run
Mtg
tt9
g
owners
of that vicinity poses. These are to be taxed at the
property
guarantee that the light will be pro-- ! same ratio as the land of the small to us and we wlU pTe you a profe8-tecteor pay for it out of their own
slonal Job that will thoroughly satisfy
i
pocket.
ana
you in promptness, excellence
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Mlmbres Road is Finished-o- hn
D. i
reasonable
price.
PAZ0
OINTMENT
is
pimranteed to cure
Merriwether, expert road builder for
ease or I ichlnst. Blind,
Bleeding or Pro- the Territory of New Mexico, repre- - any
in 6 to Hdays or money re
trudlns piles
60e'uuded'
Muralter, Tailor.
D.
C.
Miller
0f
senting Engineer
Santa Fs, who has for three months
Cor. Palacs and Washington Avenues.
been constructing country roads north;
We Have Built Up
of Deming, has finished his task andj
sT"
all unite in pronouncing nis work well
I f t
f
done. He has made one and
TTlflao v.. D1.n,'1
J uiie aim uutf
...to
iavc:i iuau auu
PLAZA BARBERSHOP
half miles of caliche road, besides
grading three miles to the northwest
and two miles to the east. The road
For l9 years the only
grading has been done at light exclass tonsorial parlor
first
pense, but the solid roads have cost
ffO
AA
l.Jl amount. jime .tern-- i
in Santa Fe.
9,uuu, ui wmuu
tory paid $2,100 a very generous act!
OUR NEW FITCH
on the part of Governor Mills, ComTREATMENT
missioner Ervien and Engineer Miller,
who comprise the territorial road com
is guarantead to cure, (not only
mission. This is but the beginning of
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
!
what Luna county will do for the
other scalp irritations. We also
improvement of her highways. We
carry a complete Jine oi all the
have the easiest natural road condiWE
HANDLE
LUMBER
popular hair and facial tonics.
tions in the world, and as work can
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
be done at any season of the year, In large quantities and have every
we ought to have the best roads in modern facility for furnishing the
BATHS BATHS BATHS
any part of the country. Deming very best rough or dressed
set-off-
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Only

Commencing
Saturday, January 14th to Saturday, January 28th.
FOR

HALF A CENTURY

THE LEADING

DRY GOODS

HOUSE

P.O. Box 219

IV THE CITY

Phone 39

j

You Want it Dressy Looking

We have all

Too

Styles and all Prices

Kinds-al- l

Our Specialty

FOOT

COMFORT.

John Pfleuger

t

jgaERESSEZSESBKlS

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

j

TH0US

j

i

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

j

j

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW. MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

,

j

P. DELGAD0, Mgr.

e

fii'

:

Irrigation and Farm

: :

If it's Hardware

WHOLESALE
AISD RETAIL

I

Work made easy by using
FULLER & JOHNSON

Ohms.
make for the New Year is to resolve
The best Resolution you can
to come to Our Store for Everything you need In Hardware, because
we sell the best tools, Hardware and Implements Made.
We stand behind everything we sell with our Money and Reputation, and Maks Good on Every Deal.
We wish you Prosperity and Happiness.

j

'

1

j

nepsump

only-plac-

Screened

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

one-hal-

j

F.

PRANK

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

GORMLEY

'

Agent.

Smithing Coal.

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and KindliDg.

j

f25M..v5SSf.
Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

j

1

d

WhohsaJa
&

:

FLOur, hay,

grain

POTATOES and
SALT- -

Retail

Julius

-

j

rLnnfi o

one-hal-

1

Sole Agents For
IMERNATI0NAL

XCLUSIVE
THE ONLY

STOCK

FOOD.

GRAIN HOUSE IN 8 ANT A

FE- -

EL

PHONE
BLACK

VE0 HERSCK

PHONE AC
BLACK Tv)

45

Your New Year Greeting
Should be accompanied vith some little retneoabran ce
we still have a fine assortmen t of attractive, low pred ,
novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, we
have the
the sweetest sounding phonograph
made
Come in and enjoy some of this music, and look
to our attractive display of goods.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

j

IV'tSRT.

Pine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Su tries, Saddle Morses

Call up 'Phone 8

;

ar

A

That the Nei k
tor each and ever)
year full of Health a.
for all favors shown us and hoping your New
I

vui
I

WJlnU
WISH
TTIOH

we are
UHC

a

just entering

may be

""l"

,cal' a

untr
w:i.
Dmfiii.
nun mauivs
iiYear
riuntiuj
Resolution will be

B. C.

Yontz

Jeswae

'co St.

Francis

.

j

i

Stop That Gou'1
H!""M

jgg

"?V H J& H

WW".

When in Need ef Anything In the
Livery Line. Drivers Purnisftod

Lumber
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
;of every description. We are thus Phone us,onwewillbegladtocallforyour
LOOK FOR THE BEE HIVE
Mondays and Tuesdays
enabled to make the very best prices aundry
. T,umh.r of such high grade. and deliveron Thursdays and Fridays
On the package when you buy Fo- All work is guaranteed; your
ley's Honey and Tar for coughs and We wlll De
to figure on your
socks are mended and buttons
uuius. iuuB Bfiiume wuuoui me Bern contracts.1
sewed on you shirts, without
s
ruve.
me
r
tiemerauer
name,
oiey
extra
charge.
CO
and
Tar
and reject any substi
Honey
PHONB RED 122. PHONE) MED Ml.
tute. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
Graphic.

Will Trade With

Si

aiirpac.

o i mk&L

RATES RIGHT.

pied

CHAS. CLOSSOM

Charles W. Dudrow

By Taking ZOOK'S White Pine and Tar Expectorant.
We Guarantee to relieve the Cough or money back.
pLne 213

SO

IrV'

S Pharmacy

M OH
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ACT QUICKLY.

LABOR! SG

M

Delay Has Been Dangerous in Santa
Fe.
Do the right thing at the right time.
Act 'quickly in times of danger.
Bachache is kidney dangeT.
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.
Cure all distressing, dangerous kid-e- His
Interests Are Well Lookills.
ed After in the
Plenty of evidence to prove this.
Locario Lopez, Agua Fria St., Santa
Fe, N. M., says:
"I nave had no severe return attack
of kidney trouble since using
A RAILROADER
Pills several years ago. Now LETTER
and then I have suffered from backache but at such times Doan's Kidney
Pills have given prompt and positive No Worker and no Property
relief. For a long time I was made
Owner Can Afford to Vote
miserable by attacks of kidney com-- !
Against Fundamental Law.
plaint and my back was often so lamej
and painful that I cou'd scarcely doj
(From Clovis Journal.)
anything. I did not sleep well and noj
1910."
matter whether I were lying down orj
Clovis, N. M., Jan. 16,
standing up, the trouble was in evi-- -; Editor Clovis Journal.
deice. The kidney secretions anDear Sir: I have been reading with
oyed me both day and night by their
was
interest the various letters
there
much
and
in
passage
irregularity
a heavy sediment in them. After sev- which the people of Ciovis and Curry
eral remedies had failed to help me, I county have been writing to your
nni.rA.l TnaTl'e, WlrlnOTT pill! QtlH tllPV
I have decided that I
Kved up to all the claims made for newspaper and
for enough space
ask
a
to
I
would
never
hesitate
them.
kindly
say good
word for Doan's Kidney Pills when t0 address myself to the laboring
j men.
epportunlty occurs."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 j Ag a great many may recalI j was
Foster-Milburcents.
Co., Buffalo,SanU pj. eyery day tQe constitu.
New York, sole agents for the United
0om1 convention WM in session as
States.
,
.(the representative of the B. of L. F.
Kemember tne
4c m. or iew Mexico, ana am pernaps
take no other.
with what was
j as well acquainted
in this
j done by the various
delegate-Notice for Publication.
j convention
as any one man, either
Department of the Interior,
I believe that
or outsider.
V. S. Land Office at SanU Fe, N. M. delegate
men ccr- railroad
man,
every
laboring
December 14, 1910.
will agree with me when I
tainly
Notice Is hereby given that Pascual
say that as far as we are concerned
Vlanueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who on we
got absolute protection in the pro--I
enAugust 4, 1905, made homestead
We got every-- j
constitution.
posed
NE
for NW
try. No.
which we went after, but direct
thing
of
4
NW
section
15,
SB
and
legislation, and I am frank to say that
township 13 N., range 9 E., N. M. P. I do believe that it would be impos-- I
meridian, has filed notice of Intention sible to get this were these delegates
a
h.,'v
rtB-- Sent back to Santa Fe
I would ask any railroad emtimes.
-,,,.,
r.
tt
'
iiTllra trior nA
n nra
not bet- S. land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
of
railroad
the
which
employes
gives
1911
the 8th day of February,
imost other states to read Section 16
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Inesses. The Bureau
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ia,eff.tate business, though
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i'Mruier No. 2 Typewriter. Also two
a
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corporations.!
ilv (overing only
taxation of corporations Two re- :': p'iard incubators, in pi ;'.c! con-- i
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II tttat worn uao
given substantial iimrts on the taxation oi corporations
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'ceiieiit to the public and business,
in the New England aii Middle AtN'. M.
ban proved the case for a broad sys- lan tic States were published in l!ft9
tem
have
and litlO, respectively. They
TYPEWRITERS
Methods Already Used.
been largely used by public officials.
T
a A
leg-h Inst seven years, with
Island
('leaned,
adjustvd and repaired. New
Rhode
of
the
committee
Ribbons and sup-- j
men, ' lle islature, in its report, quotes with ap- piatents fun.i.-hid- .
staff of specially trained
s.
Ty;c .vri'ers sold, exchanged
Ilureau has collected complete inl'or- ;,..ovaj from ono 0f the Bureau's ro-ination about certain seiecieu wo.- - ports, and recommenas legislation in and rented. K;atid..rd makes bandied
H. O.BUrlSUM
CHAIRMAN
has stated plain- a, dance therewith. The private use All repair work and typewriters guarWhose
of the Territorial Republican Central Committee,
Vigorous tiens or industries;
Exand published was a80 very large. The Interna ion-- ! anteed.
Santa F Typewriter
thereof,
the
iy
meaning
Conn
the
Common
for
the
Statehood
and Stand
People
Campaign for
Phonemake tins tucraic al Tax Association,
To
in
in
it
change.
September
reports.
vention, Have Excited General Ad miration.
resoluit had to be brought lorcibly home to li'ln, adopted the following
Then-torethe foremost tion:
the public.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
lias been a brief
in the general election n state ofti- thing in each report
Resolved, That this conference com- Department of the Interior,
cumcari, Clovis and Chama.
summary of about five printed pages, mends the recent compilation by the
United States Land Office.
I want to appeal to every patriotic cers.
which sivc-- the important facts and United States Bureau of Corporations;
ma.
The
amendments
moreover,
to
Santa Ee, N. M., .Tan. i:i. li'll.
of
rail)
party,
citizen, regardless
Kranud particularly for of state laws relating to corporate taxconclusions.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- to the suport of the constitution. It be carried by a M iOiUTY IX
summaries
these
the public press,
and urges the early publication lowing-namcclaimant has lued
does not contain all that I want and HAIjF THE COUNTIES
The ation,
final
of similar compilations of the laws of
So much for ameudic nts. In adJ have had very wide circulation.
of his intention to make
no doubt not all that you want, but
have
acts of certain great businesses
t wenty-livand Territories relating nroilf in support of his claim under
other
lii.v
States
the
dition,
during
amended
more
than
it can be
easily
before the great to the same subject.
uia alter that been laid clearly
sections 10 and 1" of the act of March
most any other state constitution, and years,
"eiUcient
of the i :!ature may body of citizens. This is
time,
Waterways The Bureau published, ::, lshl (26 Stats., S54), as amended
we get these other things later.
a calling
a publicity."
ask the people to vote
in 1DU9 and 1910, three reports on by the act of February 21.
We want statehood, it is best for NEW CONSTITUTION
Results.
A!, CONVEX- by Water In the Unit-- Stats., 170), and that said oroof will
Transportation
all of the people.
This publicity has given surprising ed States. They Bet forth existing wa- be made before Juan C. Sandoval, V
'HON to REVISE the
act.
inVery truly,
Could anything be
,irer? Could results for the limited number of
conditions, with criticisms and S. Ct. Commissioner at Cuba, N. M..
W. i:. McGRATH,
the terway
which
theor araoe
and
corporations
a
belter
dustries
majority
thereon. In the present on March 10, 1911, viz.: Frank E.
give
anything
suggestions
Bentura Anaya, Juan Vlanueva,
LegisAlso ref er Chairman Joint
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constituHon
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the
Bureau
of
the
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in waterways, these re- Sturges, of Albuquerque, N. M., for
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change
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of
Cruz Archuleta, all
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LrlTW Our Furniture Will Make You So
J. H. Herzstein. a salesman of the deficiency of
'in lies; Rio (Irande others, in connection with the advo-- ;
a cacy of tint constitution, has enerDuke City, was here Saturday calling dam, Sierra com, y 5.79 inches;
and interviewed1
a deficiency of A.'u Inches; Lordsburg. getically canvassed
on the trade. He was formerly
OTHER BRANDS FROM $2.00 TO $3 00
4.'.'" niches, a deficiency every voter in that part of the coun-- j
Fe.
Grant
resident
of
Santa
county,
Bedo
SAMrs. E. D. Carroll and Miss Jessie of 3.47 inches; U"se!i 4.S7 inches, a ty and asked them to help swell the.
THAT WILL GIVE YOU
Rugs,
P Carroll, relatives of F. 8. Doniie'l dfficiency of 10.2! inches; Agricultu-- majority for the constitution, and he
AND
:
:
TISFACTION
'i
of this city, are at the Palace hotei. ral College 4.02 in. lies a deficiency of its confident that the result will show;
We also have some Paints, calsomine and other
that these labors have not been in
4.72 .inches; Carlsbad 3.9
inches
They are from Chicago.
OUR LADIES SHOES ARE THE NFW-ESvain. With the same zealous efforts
U. S. Commissioner
things useful to make the House Beautiful.
of (lifieiency of 9."S indies.
S. Locke
It. all parts of the territory, the vote
SNAPPIEST, BEST WEARING PERSpringer, Colfax county, was in the
for
tho
would
be
constitution
practio
FECT FITTING AND MOST
city today on business with the ter20 YEARS AGO TODAY
Akers-Wagne- r
ally unanimous.
ritorial engineer. He is at the Pal
IN
THE CITY.
San Juan County.
ace.
From the New Mexican of this date
At- A
of
party
campaign
consisting
Mr.
of
A.
and
Kidder
Mrs.
Boston,
EXPERT EM BALMERS & FUNERAL DIRECTORS.
1890.
torney Edwards. Editor Frank Stap-- I
have arrived in the city to visit their
Howard Vaughn is convalescent.
lin, C. W. Fay and Traveling Auditor!
sen and daughter-in-law- ,
Mr. and Mrs.
Coiitiiissioner
George Charles V. Safford
is this week
A. V. Kidder at their home on Bon
W. Worth is in the city on business. stumping San Juan county tor the
.SANTA FE, N. M,
THE PRICE MAKER
Caspar avenue.
O. A. Larrazolo, a
leader of the' Captain Henry Davis is again, at constitution.
GEO. M. KINSKIX,
A, B. RENEHAN
E, P. DAVIS,
J. B. HAY WARP
Colfax County.
s
Democratic party, is expected to ar-- his desk, in the Kvehange hotel.
Vice- - President.
President,
Manager.
Tomorrow evening at Springer. Col- Mrs. Gower has returned from St.
rive in the city tonight on his way
SANTA FE ABSTRACT, REALTY
to Rio Arriba county which he will Joe and will make Santa Fe her home; frx county, a statehood rally will be;
held at which addresses will be madei
in the future.
stump for statehood.
We prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE.
Attorney A. B. Renehan of Ssmia,,
We write.
Hon. H. O. Bursttm, chairman of
Colonel P. Moth-rsilthe successful by
Fe and Delegates A. A. Sodilln of!
Com-1)
the Republican territorial committee, manager of the
;
troit Cattle
FIRE, TORNADO, PLATE GLASS, LIFE & ACleft last night for Socorro and will de-- i pany, who has !k m here attending' Albuquerque, besides local speakers.
We draw
CIDENT INSURANCE.
line in the City
and we utill
vote the last week of the campaign to the cattlemen's convention, left last Reports from Colfax county have it'
that 85 per cent of the people will!
PAPERS, attend to RENTS & COLLECTIONS,
his own home county.
of Toys and Fancy Goods
night for Englc
j
vote for the constitution.
LOAN and PLACE MONEY for clients.
Governor o. A. ITadloy, one of the
Roland Harwell, or the New Mexi-Glorieta Is Unanimous.
We can secure, a desirable TENANT or PURFOR NEW YEAR PRESENTS
co College of Agriculture and Mech-extensive cattle rasters in New Mex-- !
A rousing statehood meeting was;
anic Arts, is at the Claire hotel. Mr. ico. and a highly respected citizen, is held on
CHASER for your property.
Glorie'a.i
Saturday evening at
Harwell is engaged in taking the ir- in the capital, stopping at the Palace
bottom prices. Everybody
Everything
eighteen miles south of Santa Fe.
We respectfully solicit your busicess.
New
of
census
hotel.
Mexico.
rigation
votf-iot
ot
call and examine them.
preis
the
invited
to
j j,!
tnij
Editor W. S. Williams, of the So- ic'nct wci"!
District Attorney Alexander Read
each one, jg
and
present
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
left this forenoon for the southern corro Chieftain, and Captain J. 1'. jw'thont exception ple.lged himself to.S
the lat
Room ly Citron Biock Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black 76
tht.' nnncf itnH in ' lirtli Rnhii'i.
precincts of Rio Arriba county, in- Hyland of the Kingston Shaft,
unwf
'
.
leave n on
ii ft
nil t vifin f
mid
tending to go as far as Coyote .to ter accompanied by his wife,
inmnfrn r a
so
work for the constitution and state- for home tonight after a pleasant
Mcn otl,er in entnua,asm. Sn!rlM
hood.
journ in the capital city.
macIe by w M Tabor.!
addresps
bA good many members of the
b,
The Rev. Villareal, a French nobleJpgi(g (!onzales
Rf)iljai
attended the reception last Democrat. Gcorc p wamson ?e.
man, is the guest of the Rev. James sembly
and
Governor
by
given
Jtfrs. pubicaUi Til)urcio Montoya, Demo-Grattan Mythen. He is in charge of night,
Prince.
4
dio-rrat and C. IT Stnrkwoathop riemi-mission
work
in
the
if
No extravagance where the council err, I.
ce&e, Wisconsin, in which there are
is concerned; that body will protect
The following are the resolutions
TJm ftsUewlsj r
lh
lpsty M soanrtb'ry
large settlements of Belgians,
the interest of the people at any and adopted:
ixxti mtvi laviiic
Mrs. Henry P. Bardshar, who has
all hazards.
mt- LEMOW SOOA,
OJSHBER M.E, WILD CKfRY,
Resolved, by the Republican and
been spending some time at Wagon
Gillie Otero,
bright and Democratic voters of Precinct No. Vi,
young,
ROOT
KLOAiDif'.E
COCO
Mound, where Mr. Bardshar has finan-- j
COLA,
FIZZ,
BEER,
is circulating among Santa Fe
County, at a public meeting,
cial interests, is in the city. She in-- good looking,
TABLE RHKc'StAL WATER 3.
the interafter
members
the
looking
to
the
discuss
held
Jan.
14th, lflll,
tended to leave Santa Fe for Arizona
These
of the clerks of the court.
HAFfTA
but has changed her plans and will ests
proposed Constitution for the State
..11
DAY & NIGHT
otliciais wouiu ue wen ..ll.fmn
of New Mexico
PALAOH
RED
be
here
a
for
few
MERRY KSX;t. Prortstcr
AB
130
irrinka
days.
m.i fron
rd
125 AVE
PHONE
a salary of ?S,000 a year, and retain-.;jh,.t wg are heartHv in favor of
in
Hon.
Nestor
delegate
Montoya.
be
PICTURE FRAriJkG TASTEFULLY
the civil fees. This plan may
AN0 SATISFACTORILY
DONE.
of thjg Constitution,
thp adoptinn
the constitutional convention from Al- ing
adopted.
.dTI(i pledge ourselves
to support same
chairman
and
Isaac
Harth,
buquerque,
with our votes and influence at the
of the Democratic central committee
special election, to be held Jan. 21st
RIPE FRUIT NCW
of Bernalillo county, were in the city
"
1911."
yesterday on their way home from
CUT
FLOWERS, WEDDING V
we
that
be
And
it
further
resolved,
Rio
Arriba
where
have
they
county
Whenever you want an easy shave
BOUQUBTb, and FUKERAL
have arrived at this decision after
As good as barbers ever grave,
been campaigning for statehood.
palacej
DESIGNS.
.
Just call on me at my salon
R.
V.BOYLK
Mgr.
for
and
ideration
Dr and Mrs. H. W. Hymanu, East careful thought
I. E. Terry, formerly of the fores- At morn or eve or busy noon
reasons
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
to
the
H.
O.
Socorro;
towing
YARDS
CliREr-DOIn
Las
POULTRI
trv
denartment. with headauarters
Bursum,
Vjegas:
I'll suit tbe contour your face,
FRESH LAID EGGS everyday
First Because we feel assured that
Santa Fe, has been appointed fores- - Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Neill, Buffalo; L.
,sors keen,
My razor sharp and
Rocks
My shop is neat and towelsaru clean
Mexi-obred
and
White
barred Plymouth
Pure
f
Chickens
try instructor of the Colorado School H Putney, Dallas; J. M. Brengle, under this Constitution, New
And everything I think you'll And
clean hplefeome food
are yariled in the orchard under the trees and fed on Wyandotte.
Alexan-jcI'nit-o- f
to
the
To suit the taste and please tbe mind.
of
T.
certain
admission
Chicago;
J.
of
Tuberculosis
a
nor
No
Avery,
Omaha;
is
js
Ptomaine
chance
Mr.
germs
polnontng.
Forestry.
only.
Terry
graduate
A FEW FAT HENS FOR KAT1NU.
S. Locke, e(i states, as a sovereign state, bring- the forestry department of Har-- I der Read, Farmington;
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
.
u. carron, anas jng to us all the benefits of independ
vard and until recently was stationed Springer; Mrs.
in the forest service in Montana. He Jessie P. Carroll, Chicago; Fred Ca ence in government, and an identity
which under the present system of
viggis, Gallup.
has many friends in this city.
slow at aSaturday's average.
Light
Claire.
territorial government we sadly lack. AMBASSADOR BRYCE MAY
leave
will
N.
Hon.
Jaffa
tonight
RETIRE AT EARLY DATE. $7.707.90; mixed $7.807.90;
O. K. BARBER SHOP
Mr. and Mrs. George V. Armstrong,
we
feel
Because
that
Second
upon
heavy
Satvote
for Roswell where he will
Chicago; J. A. Miller, Albuquerque; our admittance to statehood we will
$7.70!?7.95; rough $7.707.80;
good
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,N M
urday and where he will take part in F. C.
,
London, Jan. 16. Rumors that Am- to choice heavy
Logan, St. Louis; B. O. Hani-sen- duplicate the experience of every
Pigs
$7.S07.95;
the statehood campaign which winds
MiSan
Juan
Ribera,
Denver;
state west of the Mississippi in that bassador Bryce contemplates early ?7.758.05; bulk $7.807.90.
week.
On his return here
this
up
American Druggists
Roland
Syndicate
Harwell, Agricultural statehood brings greater prosperity, retirement from his post at Washinghe will be accompanied by Mrs. Jaf- guel;
Market
Sheep Receipts 36,000.
Premium remedies are not patent me
College: Albert Carter. El Paso; O. better schools, better roads, a more ton
fa and their son, Benarthur.
wesare again current. Sir Maurice ten lower, native $2.504.45;
HACK LIMB dicines, every premium
L. Bradford, Pueblo, Colo.
in
a
large
equal system of taxation;
remedy guar
De Bunsen, ambassador to Madrid, is tern $56.40.
Deputy Insurance Commissioner P.
Montezuma.
crease in the value of property; and
anteed as represented or your money M. Lienau has gone to Pierre, South
Kansas City Cattle Receipts
J. B. Pendarvis, Denver; J. H. Herz- - a
as his possible successor.
From
greater volume of business in mentioned
back. A. D. S. cough remedy and Dakota to examine the First National
MarG.
R.
Cobbett,
including 0000 Southerns.
slein,
Albuquerque;
we
all
will
share.
BARRANCA TO TAOS cold tablets are unexcelled, get them Life and Accident Insurance Com- il'esuque; Mr. and Mrs. George V. which
ket steady to ten lower. Native steers
Third We believe that with statethis company hav- Armstrong, Chicago; Buck Landhorne,
$5.25G.7u; southern steers $4.75
Meets Both North South now, they cost no more than the pany of that city,admission
hood
to New
and the proposed Constitution
for
applied
ing
C.
S.
Los
Angeles;
6.25; southern cows $3.255; native
Glover,
Virginia;
inferior
kind.
CaSold
the
only by
Bounds Trains.
Mexico. Mr. Lienau will likely be W. G. Hutchins, Chicago; Dave Hart, as our basic law, immigration and
cows heifers $36; stockers feeders
MARKET.
WOOL
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol pital Pharmacy.
gone a week or ten days.
Kansas City; E. L. Blaumler, New- capital will be attracted to us; our
calves
$4.505.90; bulls $15.10;
terriLouis
Wool
St.
at
be
will
arrives
resources
tremendous
unchanged;
and
natural
the north bound train
"O. B. Colquitt, jr., and S, B.
ark; Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bacon, Lora
$4.50(:S.50; western steers $4.75
Taos at 7 p.m.
cadets of the New Mexico Mili- D Bacon, Minneapolis; John P. developed cud that we will sooq be tory and western mediums 2123; 6.25; western cows $3.25 5.25.
tary Institute left this morning for Brown, Max Read, Los Angeles; B. one of the richest states of the west; fine mediums 1719; fine 1213.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Market
11,000.
Hogs Receipts
their home in Austin, Texas, to attend W. Wenzel, Denver; Albert Carter, El on our taxes as guaranteed by this
way. Good covered hack and Rood
to five lower. Bulk $7.70 S 7.80;
weak
LIVESTOCK.
lowthe inauguration of their father, O. Paso; Miss True, Pajarito Ranch: N. Constitution, will make taxation
teams.
butchers
35,000. heavy $".757.80; pockers
Receipts
Chicago Cattle
B. Colquitt, as governor of the great A. Hibbard, Denver; L. Mazon, San er than we are paying today and we
d.cao.
3Pad
2a.lE
to
to ten lower.
3?3a.lxigr
BeeveB ?7.707.80; light $7.707.75.
Market
Sirary eaa.gx
benefits
steady
returns
and
A.
on
W.
look
for
occurs
which
O.
of
state
St.
J.
greater
Louis;
Rafael;
Byrne,
Texas,
Goxaafoxtvble,
Market
12,000.
Sheep Receipts
from money expended in the payment $4.807; Texas steers ?4.205.40;
They will Brown, New York.
& Co. Wednesday, January IS.
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
stockers steady to ten lower; muttons $3.50
1.G06;
of taxes than we are enjoying under western steers
be gone about ten days and will re
Coronado,
feeders $3.805.90; cows heifers 4.50; lambs $5.506.20; fed wethers
C. O. Hyer, Hyer;
main for the inaugural ball and othel
George Saks, the present system.
and yearlings $4 5.75; fed western
on
went
If
earth
me
Paul
Pitts
on
to
$2.606.40; calves $7.509.50.
want
la.i
you
Trexier,
anything
try
eartft try
incident
great Davenport,
ir you
anything
I
Iiesuviues
Market ewes $3.50 5.10.
37,000.
Hogs Receipts
a New Mexican Want Ad.
burg, Pa.; G. D. Porter, Pasadena.
Daily Record.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
a New Mexican Want Ad.
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urn
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ro ifflKoDissE,atiLr
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ii.itua
lata
tfv. J '.'kcrrzufcir retail price of these tires is
introduce
to
.H ter t'liir.
it
wtl
E-i-i-

cfii
-U-

Jan.

16

A

statement

4 Southwestern
-

System

j

East or West

For Rates aad full information address

inter-oceani- c

EUGENE A. FOX,

G.F.&P. A.

Paso Texas.

GOINGV

WHEN

aii'l(.a v i r.nrr.vei vdiuablcnnd lined inside wit
'r.
.11.'::. . a snec i Ci;:ilitv of rubber. v!iic!i never becomes
rorom r.nd .vhich closn-- up STiinll punctures without allow
the
trv,
thick
mbrwr
ing- tn f :nr to escape. Wei ve Iiundrcds of letters from sat is- and uuiu;turB airing "i' '
thattheirtiresliaveonlv oeen pumped
nedcu 'nr.:
and
also
rim
strip I1
uooiii'enr twice in a whole season. ThevweiKh no more than
to prevent rim cutting.
This
anord
the puncture resist inequalities being given
will
tire
outlast
other
any
several layers of thin, specially prepared fabric on the
make SOFT, JbLASHO and
:s.so
for
is
tires
of
these
tread.
per
pair.but
price
n.lverti ii: wDurnosuswearemakinsasnecial
tactorvprieeto
fie rider of only $4.80 per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship C. O. P. o.
a o: ova 1. You do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as representee:
'We will allow a eah iliseotmt of 5 per cent (thereby making the price W
per pair) if yo
You run no risk ir.
send VijI-- I CASK WITH OliDKlt and enclose this advertisement.
sendiug us an order as the tires may be returned at OUK expense if for any reason they are
not satisfactory on examination. We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as sate as in a
bank. If you order a pair of these tires, you will fiud that they will ride easier, run faster,
wear better, last longer and look finer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We
want a bicycle you will give us your order.
know that vou Will be so well pleased that when
We want you to send us a trial order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer,
at any price until you send for a pair ol
kind
don't buy auy
tPtJtvr MifcSL&3
$irZs&& Hedgethorn Puncture-Proo- f
tires on approval and trial a:
Yi$9 rpff""? BrrtSttC
the special introductory price quoted above; or wrile for our big Tire and Sundry Catalogue which
describes and quotes all makes and kinds of tires at about half the usual prices,
but write us a poalal today. DO NOT THINK OF BUYING a bicycle
FJrhV
a WfASir or a pair of tires from anyone until you know the new and wonderful
SvJ
offers we are making. It only costs a postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
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NEW MEX'CAN DLDG.
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AUT0C0. R0SWELL NEW MEX

Carrying the U. S. mall and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Rosnreil, N. M., connecting with tlio
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Toptka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave VaugSUn at 8:30 a. m., arrlv
tn Rosweli at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Koswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance of B0 lis. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at

the rate of $5.0v per hundred lo.
Special automobiles furnished t accommodate any number of passenger!
to make special connections with
anj
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
Xew Mexico Central Railroad

at

Tor-

rance for Santa Fe, N. 11., by communicating with Manager of the Ro
svfli Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate foi
special $40.00 to accommodate four or
fewer passengers to either point

J. W. STOC

D, MANAGER

Herewith are some Dargaln offered TIME
TABLE ALL
by th New Mexican Printing comLOCAL TRAINS
pany: Code of Ci vil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
The fo'Iowing are the time tables
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c Mlesouri
Pleading forms, J5; Missouri Code af the local railroads:
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
Leave
and
English
Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
8.10

a. m. connect with No. S westfull leather
3.
Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25? bound, No. 10 eastbound.
twe or more books, $1 each. Nbw
Returning arrive at Santa Fe
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Not. p. m.
8 and 10 Inclusive $3.30 each.
4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c Compil- bound.
12-1-

ation Mining Ljvs, 50c. Moneys
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
sheep, $6.50; full list school blank.

Returning arrive at Santa Fe,

p. m.
9

mmm, ill

Hon. Salomon Luna, National Committeeman and Treasurer
of the Teiritorial Central Committee,

"5.
Because, with the experience
of nearly a century's peace with England, ensured by our undefended Canadian border line, until we have
asked for compete arbitration treaties with all possible future enemies
and have been refused, we should be

Shortest Line to Denver,
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

lirili

mercial ruin.

east or west
11

"2.
Because the original intention
of our government, as distinctly expressed in 1900. and previously, was
to prohibit fortifications on the canal.
Though this prohibition was omitted
in the finally revised
treaty, signed in 1902, this in no wise
implies that we ought to fortify it,
nor was its construction proposed as
primarily a military undertaking.
"3. Because, though the Suez canal
was built with English money, England agreed to its neutralization. The
Straits of Magellan are also neutralized and the interparliamentary union
in 1910, declared in favor of the neutralization of all
waterways.
"4.
Because the United States in
ail its history has never been attacked and began every foreign war
it ever had and it is too important a
customer for any great nation at this
late day to wantonly attack. Though
an enemy might in stress of war be
tempted to break its pledge to us,
no nation would dare break its neutralization pledge with the combined
powers, as the penalty of
which could be included in
the general treaty would involve com-

r

NAILS, iack or CIas9 will not lot tho
air out.
;tv tlionimwi piir- - sold last year.
Overtvo Inndrtd thousand pairs now in use.
VE S7.V.CAMaclein allies. It islively

-

From Santa Feto EI Paso, Bisbee
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
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Our aeents everywhere
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put it to any test you wish. If you are then not perlectly satisfied or do not wish to
keep Me bicycle ship it bark to us at our expense and nm will tut be outotui cent.
e furnish the highest
FfiflTSJilY PRICES
bicycles it is possible to make
at one small profit abovegrade
actual factory cost. You save fia
to iif mmdlemen
jnrolits by buyinsr direct of us and have the manufacturer's guarantee behind your bicycle. POSUI UVY a bicycle or a
tires from anyone
at pjy trice until you receive our catalogues and leam pairot
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jrtsrs and remarkable special offers to ritier agtmta.
beautiful catalogue and
BE ASTCNISHED wh? you ""'W
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.,..1 our superb models at the Koaerui
im, finm we era make you this year. We sell the lushest
for less money.
bicycles
grade
t.n..- other In ;rv.
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tilled
douMe
l.ie .y received.
ot'r prices. O"!
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Jl.NI Jil''li;i.I':S.,
cond hind bicycles, but
t.tKen m trade hy our Chicago retail stores. These we clear out
usually have a number on
s
to
or ftH. .Descriptive bargain lists mailed fr"e.
;iro.niu!y at pncei r.';:'.i: tnini
ruller chains and
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: tiniHTtril
parts, repair an''
"jrififPt equipment
of ail kii.as at iiaif lie usual retail prices.
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was made public today, Rich-'ar'abroad,
e 17
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Ar
Olney, former secretary of state;
6 00
I'te Hirk, N". M...I,v,
p m 'J p ra
j David
J
Starr Jordan, president, of Le- land Stanford, Jr., University; Will- V.
'V,t.:i
!iy. trulu both Vnrth' and South'
iam Dean Howells, author; Charles P.
v, t, mwta trains at Preston N'.iM.
Protestant Episcopal bish-- !
Anderson,
;. .. f
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wn. X. M., at 9:0) ".. m,
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op of Chicago; W illiam H. P. Faurce,
round trio: (ty prund luwmuv carried trcp.
V.
'president of Brown University; Jane
far t!u'it u .ii n. m. arrives from
Adams of Hull House, Chicago; Geo.
P. Holt, justice of the United States
F M. WILLIAYS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
district court, and George Foster
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Pea body, the New York banker, are
among the sponsors of the document.
The statement follows:
"Why the Panama canal should be
neutralized, not fortified.
"1.
Because the canal would be
safer in war time without fortification. According to the agreement
signed by the Hague conference in
1907, unfortified coast places can not
be bombarded.
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7:20 p. m. connect with Nn i
westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe
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TO AND FROM ROSWELU
Connection made with Automobile p.
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Res-weD- - &
R. G. Ry.
fct 8:30 a. m. and arrives at RosLtave 10:15 a. m. for north.
well at 8:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
New Mexico Central Ry.
(are between Santa Fe and Torrance
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
is $5.80 and between Torrance and 34 east and 83 south and
west
Roiwell $10. Reserve seats on autoArrive 8 p. m. with connection from
mobile
No. 33 east; No. 34 south and
ty wire. J. W. Stookard.
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insincere in increasing our war
measures. This is especially true in
view of the facts that, since 1902, the
nations have signed one hundred arbitration treaties and President Taft
hase made the impressive declaration
that he sees no reason why any question whatever should not be arbitrated; that the second Hague conference in various ways diminished the
likelihood of war; that not only the
prize court but the court of arbitral
justice is practically assured; and that
in the summer of 1910, Congress
unanimously passed a resolution asking the President to appoint a commission of five to consider the utilization of existing agencies to limit
the armaments of the world by mutual agreement of the nations and to
constitute the world navies an international force for the preservation of
universal peace and to consider other
means to diminish expenditures for
military purposes.
"6. Because, in the words of Hon.
David J. Foster, chairman of the committee of foreign affairs in the House
of Representatives: 'The Initial ex-- '
pense of the necessary fortifications
would not be less than $25,000,000; in
all probability it would not be less
than $50,000,000. The annual expense
of.
maintaining such fortifications
2,000 miles from home would probably
amount to $5,000,000. With all the
fortifications possible, it is still apparent that In order that the canal
might be of military advantage to the
United States in time of war a guard
of battleships at each of its entrances
would be an absolute necessity, it
is equally apparent that with such
a guard the fortifications would be
unnecessary, if not entirely useless.
We are bound by solemn treaty obligations to see to it that the canal shall
be and remain forever open to British ships in time of war as well as
In time of peace, and while it is prob
ably true that no other nation could
claim any advantage by virtue of this
treaty, it is also true that we have
theceby placed ourselves under moral
obligation to maintain an open canal
for the ships of all nations at all
times, in war as well as in peace.' "
Other signers of the statement are
Henry Wade Rogers, dean of the
Yale Law
John Graham
School;
Brooks, lecturer on economics; Francis Lynde Stetson, attorney of New
York; Ida Tarbell, historian; N. O.
Nelson, manufacturer, St. Louis; E.
P. Wbeeler. attorney of New York;
Samuel P. Capen, president of the
American board of commissioners for
foreign missions, Boston; Marcus M.
Marks, and Thomas Mott Osborne,
man u f cturer, Auburn, N. Y.

Hon. Charles A. Spiess, President of Constitutional

Hon. Jose D. Sena,"f Secretary of the Territorial Central
Committee.
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Mayor Arthur Seligman, Chairman of Democratic Central
County Committee and Staunch Advocate of the
t

properties uf tonic
iron which makes Vinol bo flleient
in curing chronic coughs, colds and
bronchitis at the same time building up the weakened, rundown system.
Try a bottle of Vinol with the understanding that your money will be
returned if it does not help you.
Capital Pharmacy.
Btrength-creatin-
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Are Being Cured by Vino! An Account of One Case.
New Haven, Conn. "I was troubled with a most persistent chronic
cough for a long time and had triad
so many remedies and perscrlptlons
without benefit that I was discouraged. I was persuaded by my friends
I must say that 1 had
to try Vinol.
little confidence, but I made up my
Uefor
mind to give It a fair trial.
I had finished my first bottle of Vinol I have commenced to notice an,
improvement in my general condiAfter taking the second bottle,
tion.
ENORrWERJ-rRINTBRmy cough left me and I must guy I
never felt better In my life all due
to the use of Vinol. I can also
Vinol to anyone in a run
down condition as the best possible
remedy."
(Name furnished on re-
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Hon. George W. Armijo, Chief Clerk of the Constitutional
Convention.
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In the Tribune Citizen of December Jltli. tlie Hon. 21. B. Fergusson of Albuquerque, in pointing out what lie
considers defects in tlie proposed Constitution of the New Mexico lias the following reference to the militia provision iD said Constitution, viz:

"PERNICIOUS
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aires of eighteen and

forty-fiv- e
intention
years, ami of those between kiM ac-- who li.ill have declared tV-icitizens of the I'nitcd States. ritHnjr
subject to such exenir-- ions a? nov exist, or as mav
hereafter be created, by the laws of the Uni'ed Mates or 'if this State.
Sec. '!. The organized militia
and Khali consist of
ignatod "The National Guard of Arizon.-.,- "
M.a '.i organized militia
bodies as now exist undt-the laws of the Territory of Arizona or as may hereafter be
authorized by lav.
Sec. 3. The organization, equipment, ilif,s
of h.. National Guard shall coi.iVrrn as nvailv
practicable to the regulations fur the govern mc-n- of 'v arnn.-- of the UiuW States.
The National Guard Law of New Mexico (C!iapt- - 101. Law? of 1 I'm i.. ) contains
uid
that h
in the new constitution.
Then we have been living under a
statute since 190::. and a New Mexico
'unite since 1905 both of whi.h have all the j.r.,visi-(leiaiin;' in the National Guard that are found in the New
Constitution.
Mr. Ferguson is evidently letter a quanted u,;h thy order.-- of Biemar. . than he is with the
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at -- ue time an honor?inen,lT. It see:;:? to
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MILITIA LAW."

"Article XVII I"., as to the militia of the state, is short but interesting. It sounds like the order of Bismarck
which created the militia, or reserve force, for the newly created German empire, except that Bismarck required
each citizen between the ages of eighteen and forty-fiv- e
years to actually serve continuously for throe years as soldiers.
It is made the duty of the legislature ("the legislature shall'' are the words of section 5)
subject as far
as practicable the state militia to the same discipline as prevails in the regular army of the United States. The
discipline of the regular army of the United States is very severe. The regular soldier must, when led up to the
enemy, fire upon him, if so ordered. "His is not to inquire the reason why."
All citizens between the ages of 18 and 45, not exempt by lav, are by this constitutional enactment drafted
or conscripted (it is not a voluntary matter) into the state militia; and while in such service he is under the same
discipline as the soldiers of the regular army of the United State. There is no excuse for placing such a clause
in our constitution. A line of Virgil comes forcibly to mind: Quern vult Dens perdere prior dementat."
The law commonly known as the "Dick Law" and which has been referred to in the papers many times recently
as an Ohio law, is not a law of Ohio but a Federal statute which was approved by the President, January 21,
1903. The first nine sections of the Federal statute commonly known as the "Dick Law" are as follows :
"An Act to promote the efficiency of the militia, and for other purposes."
"Be it enacted by the Senate and Tlouse of Representatives of the United Slate of AmerU-in Congress assemmale citizen of the respective States. Territories, and the
bled, That the militia shall consist of every
d
male of foreign birth who has declared his intention to become a
District of Columbia, and every
citizen, who is more than eighteen and less than forty-fiv- e
years of age, and shall be divided into two classes
the organized militia, to be known as the National Guard of the State, Territory, or District of Columbia, or by
such other designations as may be given them by the laws of the respective States or Territories, and the remainder to be known as the reserve militia.
Sec. 2. That the Vice President of the United States, the officers, judicial and executive, of the Government of the United States, the members and officers of each House of Congress, persons in the militarv or naval
service of the United States, all custom-hous- e
officers, with their clerks, postmasters and persons employed by the
United States in the transmission of the mail, ferrymen employed at any ferry on a post road, artificers and
work-meemployed in the armories and arsenals of the United States, pilots, mariners actually employed in the
sea service of any citizen or merchant within the United States, and all persons who are exempted by the laws of
the respective States or Territories shall be exempted from militia duty, without regard to age: Provided, That
nothing in this act shall be construed to require or compel any member of any
religious sect or
organization at present organized and existing whose creed forbids its members to participate in war in any form,
and whose religious convictions are against war or participation therein, in accordance with the creed of said
religious organization, to serve in the militia of any other armed or volunteer force tinder the jurisdiction and
authority of the United States.
Sec. 3. That the regularly enlisted, organized, and uniformed active militia in the several States and Territories and the District of Columbia who have heretofore participated or shall hereafter participate in the apportionment of the annual appropriation provided by section sixteen hundred and sixty-on- e
of the Revised Statutes
of the United States, as amended, whether known and designated as National Guard, militia, or otherwise, shall
constitute the organized militia. The organization, armament, and discipline of the organized militia in the several States and Territories and in the District of Columbia 6hall be the same as that which is now or may hereafter be prescribed for the Eegular and Volunteer Armies of the United States, within five years from the date
of the approval of this act: Provided, That the President of the United States, in time of peace, may by order fix
the minimum number of enlisted men in each company, troop, battery, signal corps, engineer corps, and hospital
corps: And provided further, That any corps of artillery, cavalry, and infantry existing in any of the States
at the passage of the act of May eighth, seventeen hundred and ninety-twwhich, by the laws, customs or usages
of the said States have been in continuous existence since the passage of said act under its provisions and under
the provisions of section two hundred and thirty-tw- o
and sections sixteen hundred and twenty-fiv- e
to sixteen hundred and sixty, both inclusive, of title sixteen of the Revised Statutes of the United States relating to the militia,
shall be allowed to retain their accustomed privileges, subject, nevertheless, to all other duties
required by law in
like manner as the other militia.
Sec. 4. That whenever the United States is invaded, or in danger of invasion from
any foreign nation, or
of rebellion against the authority of the Government of the United States, or the President is unable, with the
other forces at his command, to execute, the laws of the Union in any part thereof, it 6hall be lawful for the President to call forth, for a period not exceeding nine months, such number of the militia of the State or of the
States or Territories or of the District of Columbia as he may deem necessary to
repel such invasion, suppress such
rebellion, or to enable him to execute such laws, and to issue his orders for that purpose to such officers of the
militia as he may think proper.
Sec. 5. That whenever the President calls forth the militia of
any State or Territory or of the District of
Columbia to be employed in the service of the United States, he may
specify in his call the period for which such
service is required, not exceeding nine months, and the militia so called shall continue to serve iuvin
the temi
so specified, unless sooner discharged by order of the President.
Sec. 6. That when the militia of more than one State is called in to the actual
service of the United States
by the President he may, in his discretion, apportion them among such States or Territories or to the District
of Columbia according to representative population.
Sec. 7. That every officer and enlisted man of the militia who shall be called forth
in the manner hereinbefore prescribed and shall be found fit for military service shall be mustered or
accepted into the United States
service by a duly authorized mustering officer of the United States: Provided, however, That
any officer or enlisted
man of the militia who shall refuse or neglect to present himself to such
mustering officer upon bein called forth
as herein prescribed shall be subject to trial by court-martiand shall be punished as such court-martimay
direct.
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Sec. 8. That courts-martifor the trial of officers or men of the militia, when in the service of the United
States, shall be composed of militia officers only.
Sec. 9. That the militia, when called into the actual service of the United
States, shall be subject to the same
Rules and Articles of War as the regular troops of the United States.
al

Approved January 21, 1903.
That part of the proposed Constitution of New Mexico relating to the militia is as follows:

Article XVIII

Militia.

Section 1. The militia of this state shall consist of all
male citizens between the ages of eighteen
and forty-fivexcept such as are exempt by lavs of the United States or of this state. The organized militia shall
, be called the "National Guard of New Mexico," of which the
governor shall be the commander-in-chie- f.
Sec. 2. The legislature shall provide for the organization,
discipline and equipment of the militia, which
shall conform as nearly as practicable to the organization, discipline and
equipment of the regular army of the
United States, and shall provide for the maintenance thereof.
Section 1 of the "Dick Lav" prescribes who shall constitute the militia, both
organized and unorganized, of
the various States, Territories and the District of Columbia.
Section 1, Article XVIII, of the New Mexico Constitution prescribes who shall constitute the militia of
New Mexico, and is so worded as to conform to the Federal statute. In ease the New Mexico Constitution did
not conform to the Federal statute, which would govern? Most
certainly the Federal statute. Section 2, Article
XVIII, of the Nev Mexico Constitution relating to the organization, discipline and equipment of the militia is so
worded as to conform to Section 3 of the "Dick Lav." Is there any reason this section should be worded as it is?
There are several. The one which most concerns the National Guard at present is found in the fact that unless
we DO comply with the Federal statute in regard to organization, armament and
discipline we will not be allotted any funds appropriated by Congress for the support of the National Guard. This appropriation amounts to
four million dollars annually, two millions under section 1661, revised statutes, as amended, and tvo millions
under the act of May 27, 1908. For the fiscal year 1910-1- 1 the National Guard of New Mexico vas allotted funds
by the Federal Government as follows:
Under section 1661, revised statutes
$15,648.95
Under act of May 27, 1908 .'.
12,'843.76
For Joint Camp of Instruction
30,000.00
able-bodi-

e,

Total

$58,492.71
under section 1661, revised statutes, may be used to purchase equipment, to
pay expenses
of summer encampments, including pay, subsistence and
transportation of men, improving state target ranges,
etc. The second appropriation can be used only for the
purchase of equipment. Every other year Congress makes
a special appropriation in order that the National Guard
may attend Joint Camps of Instruction with the Regu-lArmy. The last amount ($30,000.00) vas allotted New Mexico from this special appropriation for 1910. The
total expenses of the encampment at Ataseadero, California, were
paid from this special appropriation.
Every
other year, when there is no
state
have
we
a
camp,
joint
encampment and the expenses of these encampments
are paid from money appropriated under section 1661, revised statutes. For the 61st fiscal
year (ending Nov. 30,
1910) the legislature of Nev Mexico appropriated for the support of the National Guard (exclusive of
salary of
Adjutant General and Clerk) $12,330.00. Which vould Mr. Ferguson have the National Guard do, fail to
comply with the Federal statute, lose the money now allotted us by the Federal Government and ask the legislature
to increase its appropriation by that amount or (2) vould he have us all mustered out of the service
for lack of
Money appropriated

ar

funds?
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Arizona Constitution.

Article XVI

militia of the State of Arizona shall consist of all
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It

to you cjuai rights with every other citizen
any part of the Uiuv.l Mates and prohibits special
advantages to anyone.
Convict labor eani ot be h..-eand their earnings must
go to their families.
It is conservative in ail of it- and secures to
you a safe representative rovur::.'.w:it. sue; as is enjoyed
by all the other States.
in

7 o Hie Vnli'rs of

Santa Fe County:

The undersigned,

committee, appointed by
mass meeting, held in Santa Fe. Monday,
January I'tii, recommend and urge the voters of Santa Fe
County not to fail to go to the polls on January "..'1st,
and vote for the Constitution adopted by the Convention
t safeguards employes of oq.or.ion- lately held in Santa Fe, for the following reason
i;nt injuries
It secures you a State Government, makes you inde- and wrong and prevent- - the impropo
pioyment of
pendent and place? you on an equal footing with the peo- children as laborers.
It encourages capital to come into our St
ple of all Hrj other States.
It fosters the development of our natural
It gives you a legislature of your own selection to legufoes,
It secures to the people the running waters fo eueiieial
islate unrestrained by any law of the United States Congress and limited only by the Constitution of the United use.
It makes you more independent, gives you courag- -, inStates like all other States.
It provides for interest on public moneys and prohibits spires you with an ambition, and stimulates you to progu-in all your affairs.
its misapplication.
It gives you that form of government which you have
It stops perpetual office holding.
It restrains the legislature from squandering public asked and prayed for ever since the independence of
Mexico and ever since we became a part of the United
moneys.
It allows you to elect all of your public officers, includ- States.
It enable? you, by removing one million of dollars of
ing those who arc now appointed by the President and
your public debt in this county, to immediately double or
by the Governor.
Salaries have been substituted for the fee system, and quadruple the value of all your property, and cuts down
exorbitant taxation.
all fees go into the public treasury.
It will double the value of all prop-rt- v in the Territorv
It gives you a corporation commission to superintend
and regulate private corporations and fix freight and of New Mexico and should quadruple the value of all the
property in Santa Fe County by relieving us from the
passenger rates.
railroad bond indebtedness outrageously imposed on us
It limits the rate of taxation.
No monopoly can exist under it to destroy or interfere! by Congress.
It will make us breathe easier, live more comfortably,
with competition and trade.
It pays off one million of dollars of the Santa Fe Coun-- j be more happy, enjoy life and take an upward and proty public debt and relieves you from taxation to pay in-- 1 gressive course in nil brsmcss affairs.
terest on that amount, and to redeem the principal. For! Do not let any one stay away from the polls. No one
tc vote against the Constitution.
that purpose it secures you one million acres of public; ou-- ht
See that everyone vote nnd votes properly.
land.
c,

non-partis- m

;i

;.

j

Look after your interest and welfare, l'.y a simple vote,
you one million acres of public land to sup- costs you nothing.
which
can double or quadruple the
and
maintain
institutions
and relieves'
port
your public
value of your property and you can triple the opportuniyou from taxation for that purpose.
It appropriates nine millions of aere3 of public land,i ties for a better living and greater prosperity. Only act
worth at lea f forty millions of dollars, for the support patriotically, do your duty and take your place in the
of your public schools out of the income of the principal rank of States. The balance will come.'
T. B. CATRON.
thereof, and will thus secure to yon a public school in
FRANK OWEN,
Chairman.
every school district for ten months in a year and save:
Secretary.
j
you from all taxation for the same.
Col so
Member.
It provides that in no event shall you have less than C. F. Lopez, Member.
Easlcy,
five months of school in each school district.
M. A. Ortiz. M ml.
It absolutely guarantees the substantial education of? Severiano Rivera. 'Member.
'
every child in the Territory.
Charles G. Richie. Member.
School books cannot be changed oftener than once each; Aniuir Seligmnn, Member.
six years.
Marcclino Garcia. Member.
It gives you an economical Shite Government, the in- John Pflupger, Member,
creased expense of which over the Territorial government lliginio Martinez, Member.
will not equal half the saving to you made by being re- - Frank Gormlev, Member.

It secures

'

!
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The mass of the COMMON PEO- of a report on Transportation by WaPRESIDENT AND PEOPLE
PLE of New Mexico, who vant bet- ter in the United States. Part I dealt
APPROVE CONSTITUTION ter business conditions.
chiefly with the physical characteris-

tics of our waterways and the floating
equipment thereon. Part H dealt with
water-borntraffic. Conclusions
as'
to' causes of general
conditions, and
suggestions for improving them, were
set forth, based on the facts shown.
On December 6, 1909, the Bureau
published parts IV and V, the final
parts of its report on Cotton Exchanges; part IV dealing with the effect of future contracts on prices of
cotton; part V, with the influence of
producers' organizations on prices of
cotton. Part IV in particular was a
statement of iho actual effect upon
cotton exchanges which had been described and criticised in the previous
parts of this report.
On June 6, 19t0, the Bureau published Part II of its report on Taxation of Corporations. This part dealt
with the state systems of corporate
taxation in the states of New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware
and Maryland, and in the District of
Columbia.
It followed the same
method of presentation used in Part
I of the said report, issued during the
preceding fiscal year, and dealing
with the New England States.
At the nd of the flscal year there
were still pending, as work on band,
investigations into the steel, tobacco,

The PATRIOTS of Nev Mexico, including those who have fought for
statehood for a generation or two,
American citizens, who vant self
rule, representation as veil as taxation, a voice in the affairs of the
United States; the men who have
UNIThe PRESIDENT OF THE
borne the burden and heat of day in
TED STATES is authoritively reporbuilding up New Mexico; the men
ted to approve it.
who
know constitutions and constiUNITHE CONGRESS OP THE
tutional laws.
TED STATES have showa their inThe PLAIN EVERT DAY CITIZEN,
tention of aproving it by correcting
a provision which would mean oppo- who knows on which side his bread
tls buttered.
sition.
MORE THAN NINETY PER CENT
Mexico
New
of
GOVERNOR
THE
of the members of the convention
and former Chief Justice.
of New which framed the constitution.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE
Can you afford to be against it?
and
leader
legal
Mexico, temperance
authority.

All Industries and AH Legitimate
Enterprises Will Benefit Materially Under Statehood for
New Mexico.
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of
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
COMMISSIONER
New Mexico; members and former
OF CORPORATIONS
members of the supreme court.
members
THE MOST EMINENT
(Continued from Page Three)
of the Nev Mexico bar, regardless of
politics.
same kind of public
THE LEADERS OF BOTH POLI- the Bureau; the
enlightenment; it will tend toward the
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party, its territorial cnairman, the:.
majority of the democratic party, its "?', securities on a basis of open ad
1 aders.
recent
and
its
foremost
ministration; it will give a central
chairman.
agency of financial and economic in- ana lumber industries, transportation
NEW MEXICO'S
EDUCATORS,
and a practical meeting-placformation,
by water in the United States, the Infrom the superintendent of public infor business interests with the ternational Harvester Company, construction, the president ot the Uni- government
r
centration of
ownership
versity of Nev Mexico, the president
Lt win ao tnia wunout any arasnc and
taxation.
corporate
1
of the Agricultuial college, the presi-- cnanEe m business conditions, or (lis
Very respectfully,
dent of thet School of Mines andJciosure 0f purely private affairs; with
HERBERT KNOX SMITH,
efan
down the line,
with
small
cost;
'comparatively
Commissioner of Corporations
Nev Mexico's EMPIRE BUILDERS fectiveness ot business reform that no To HON CHARLES NAGEL,
her recources developers, her mining penal legislation can approach. It
Secretary of Commerce and Labor.
Put a Premium on business em- operators, irrigation promoters,
H nyt nc f rr
VinatnAaa
ntnnnw
tftttm.
on1
vum
ufacturers, merchants, business and UCUJi UUD1UCBO UUUCBlf
merclal service to the public, to the A Colorado solon has introduced a
professional men.
of jblll In the legislature regulating the
who benefit of that increasing class
New Mexico's FARMERS,
He says
endeav- length ot women's skirts.
who
men
are
business
modern
want more railroads, more irrigation,
and fairly, and the bill must pass as he can secure
better markets, more capital inves- oring to deal nnenly
who regard uieir commercial power as enough signatures to a pettiton to re
ted, better roads.
call every legislator who
votes
at least ia part a public trust.
The WORKINGMEN,
who want
The total appropriations for the against the measure and also enough
the eight-hou- r
lav, the employers' Bureau for the fiscal year ended June votes to force an initiative-referenduvote at a cost of $40,000 to the
liability law the
leasing 30, 1910, were $254,120. The number
labor law, j0f employes on June 30, was 119.
system law, the
state, on this particular proposition.
and the elective corporation com- On July 12 and 19, 1909, the Bureau Facts some times are better than
mission.
published parts I and II, respectively
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The equipment nov in the hands of the New Mexico National Guard is valued at
approximately $300 000 00
This vas all furnished by the War Department, partly without charge, and
partly
paid for from our allottment.'
Section 4 of the "Dick Lav" provides, when the necessity shall arise, for
calling the National Guard into
the service of the United States. Othervise there vould be no Federal funds
appropriated for its support. We
will suppose, for instance, that a regiment is called into the service of the U. S. from New
Mexico, one from Arizona, and both brigaded with a regiment of the Regular Army and that each state had an organization, armament
and discipline different from that of the United States. With nearly fifty different kinds of arms and ammunition would there be any confusion in supplying the firing line with ammunition? It does not take a
military
man to see what the result would be. Every state in the Union
(except Nevada which has no National Guard)
complies vith the "Dick Lav" either in its constitution or its statutes. The only way to get
avay from this
T)ick Law" is to seek refuge in some foreign country. This provision, in the Nev Mexico Constitution
wjld have
been practically the same whether the Constitution vas framed
by Republicans or Democrats. In support of this
statement, I quote from the proposed Constitution of Arizona, where a majority of the
delegates were Democrats:
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kidnev or bladder trouble, and urinsrv irregularities.
blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Rf.fus substitutes.
the
Pills
purify
Kidy
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.
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Quintana, Sixto Garcia and Jose Or WILL BE A GLORIOUS VICTORY.
WILL USE ALL OF $100,000.
CHIEF JUSTICE POPE DISy Baca.
SOLVES INJUNCTION.
Isle of Spice Cancelled Manager
Continued From Page Five.
N- (Continued From Page One.)
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Chief Justice William H. Pope, in
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cct.nty: .iohn T. McGuire at Char- be governed by the order
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Secretary.
The
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Restaurant has fice of Attorney Herliert Itavnolds.
The order discontinuing the postof tain particulars of the subject. These
a Box of Assorted
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Torrance County Looks Good.
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reached
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and night.
Estancia today after a speaking tour mcved one mile southeast and the
the territory.
Phone No. 4.
Old Soldier Dead Edward Krum- - in Sandoval county, which he
; t Holland,
Change of Program at the Elks'
Union county, WESTERN RATE
says
Overland
to Fremont; A pegel, an old soldier, died yesierday will be solid for the constitution. On 3F0 yard east, from their former
tonight:
HEARING BEGUN.
in
the Window, and The Music- at his home on Hillside avenue at the Saturday evening he addressed meetLight
ai Ranch. All subjects A No. 1.
V.OMVICTS
age of 83 years, old age was the ings at Punta and Manzano, Torrance
j
eegin worK.
vvasnington, Jan. 16. Arguments
Elected Justice of the Peace
cause of death. Surviving him are county. Tomorrow he will speak at
roii-s- ,
convicts were sent to La! it tne western rate cases was begun
Clement Hightower, who was census two daughters, Mrs. Sixto Garcia and Torrance and on
Ve.as
Saturday morning and beganiloday before the Interstate Commerce
Wednesday at
Commencing Monday,
clerk at Santa Fe, has been elected Mrs. Jose Valdez. The funeral will take
It is only at Estancia, that he work ihis morning on the new Mora Commission. Commodity rates affect-reaFour more convicts will join ling ninety-twjustice of the peace at Capitan, Lin- - place at 2 p. m. tomorrow from the found a few voters
articles in the Btates
against the
com county.
home on Hillside avenue and all G.I
He declares that Torrance the gang, making 50 in all. Warden jot Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa,
Overland to Fremont is a drama A. R. men and friends are requested county is
and
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y
bound over to the lishment
Postoffice Changes.
in charge,
bt. regarded as necessaries of life and
majority for the constitution. A rousFrom 33 to 55 Degrees That was ing
grand jury at Las Vegas for shooting
The contemplated advance
vvasnington, Jan. 16. These New! business.
was held at Vaughn at
meeting
Canuto Romero through an arm and tlle range in temperature
yesterday which forceful addresses were made Mexico postoffice sites have been! in the rates approximates 16 per cent.
a leg several days ago.
and the average relative humidity bv Judge E. A. Mann,
changed:
Torrance
Judge C. M. one mne Eastview, Holland county,
Feil From High Bridge Frank B. was 04 per cent. Th? lowest temper-Cowan- ,
TTnlnn
southeast:
others.!
Compton, George Sena and
m
of Springer, Colfax county, attire last night was 31 degrees and These
were also given anj county, 350 yards east. The follow. V9!tM!!ltssm9T3SSSWvimM,
speakers
fell from a high bridge near Colmor at 6 o'clock this
ing tourth class postmasters have'
morning it was 33 enthusiastic welcome at
been commissioned: John T. MGuirel To Our Customers
on the Santa Fe railroad but.
escaped degrees. Yesterday was a warm and where they held a mass meeting. It
with a broken arm.
Charlotte; Juan de Jesus Romero,!
partly cloudy day with a temperature was a
meeting held in
and Jose G. Lewis, James.
Arrested for Embezzlement G. I. of 44 degrees which is SIXTEEN the Union School. San
coun- uiamante,
and Other Friends
Miguel
Sandoval county.
King was arrested at. Raton charged above the normal of this date.
ty.
to
his own use $72 urday the range of temperature was
appropriating
Judge Compton dwelt upon the
MORTON C. MILLER
belonging to Mrs. P. J. Delaney and 30 to 50 degrees and the average rel- - vanishing prejudice
against a docua uuua
DIES AT AGE OF 44.:
ment supposed by many to have cor-jor $.uu. ative humidity was 82 per cent.
....,.6
The Light at the Window is a shin
Morton C. Miller, for seven years
A Boquet
of Posies. "What
j3 poration leanings but which on exam- '
WE TAKE THIS OPPORing example of Vitagraph life porand ination is found to be severe iu its assistant territorial auditor and well
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santa
died
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to thank you for the
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.
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Indiana ten years ago and his!
set by the taxation of the
large
Cha;oT at si
making, is Mr. Paul A. V. Walter's
in the territorial audi-- i
kind
Review of the year 1910, which re- grants; and by the fact that the school appointment
words of recomwords,
lands will carry the school item, al- tor's office brought him in contact!
Dandling a deadly weapon in a threat- his
work
cently
Through
appeared.
with
officials
many
and others.
emng manner.
He
Chacon was held in as
mendation that you may have
ways the largest in the tax list. He
editor of the Santa Fe New Mexi- showed
$1,000 bail for the grand jury,
that the initiative and prohi- was a K. of P. and an Odd Fellow but;
which
can,
reaches
hamlet
every
not of the local lodges. He is surspoken concerning us. We
Hurt in Runaway. Dr. Boatman
and postoffice in the territory, Mr. bition can be secured by amendment
by a widow and one little daugh- jand wife were injured in a runaway Walter is in constant touch with ev- and that they could not be secured vived
should like to write each one
,
having been married in this city!
YQU WILL NEED ONE OF OUR HAND"
jnear Otis, Eddy county, caused by a ery section and knows ils special in- under the territorial form. He had several
years ago to Miss Nellie Blan-- j
been down the Fort Sumner
bad road. Mrs. Boatman had her arm
of
valley
you personally but our
terests. Mr. Walter had charge of
SOME CHAFING DISHES, A COFFEE
dislocated and a rib broken while Dr.
dt.ring the day and made its wonder chard. He had a host of friends in!
census
the
of 1910 for the territory ful
Santa
Fe.
of friends is so large
host
Boatman escaped with bruises.
development a text for a growing
MACHINE, AND A TABLE KETTLE.
and his Review has the reliable qualThe funeral arrangements will be
Found Dead
in
i
Bed. Elias
H. ities of an official document.'' Obar picture of what we may expect
Jhat it is impractical.
determined as soon as Thomas Miller,
We have the Best line of these articles in
statehood.
Gregg, aged almost 77 years,
was
brother
of
the
Progress.
deceased
Tinarrives.
Mann
showed
found
j
Judge
that the condead in bed at his home at Sothe Territory,
Blind Institute Receives Two Inter- stitution could not
dertakers Mulligan and Rising will be
only the Best Articles,
corro. He was a native of Belmont,
properly include in
In.Mexico
"The
of
Xew
the
charge
Pupils
but the mo attractive in
arrangements.
legislation like the initiative and
Ohio, and was born of Quaker par- esting
stitute for the Blind at. Alamogordo piohibition enactments; that
appearance.
ents. His wife and three children
these
artwo
enrolled
new pupils who
has
night be secured later if the people AT BALLINGER'S HEELS AGAIN.
survive him.
rived last week and entered upon really want
and dwelt at
them,
Forty-SiYou
Convicts
on
Mora
Road. their work. One is a Xavajo Indian
A JOY. A NECESSITY AND A
(Continued From Page One.)
Forty-siconvicts were sent from named Luz, who came from the In- length upon the tact that the constitution gives the new state a more
COMFORT
the territorial penitentiary to Sapello, dian school at
of
YEAR ROUND
Albuquerque. He speaks advanced
commission iio cise 01 vatson support for the
corporation
San Miguel county, to build the new
Spanish fluently and speaks a little than any other state has, and can be full term later.
road between Las Vegas and Mora. English.
He is twenty-twyears of as easily amended as any other state
"The appointment of Davis Elkins
Andres Pena will have charge of the age and is a ward of Uncle
to succeed his father in the
Sam, who constitution, save three.
United j
convicts.
is paying his expenses at the insticreorge sena followed
with the States stnate until the Democratic
Shot at from Ambush. Albert Mc- tute. The other now
pupil is Miss
that the native New Mex caucus chooses his successor is not
Dowell and John Miller, while in Barbara Hinojos, who is from Puerto argument
miaw&xtaiitmaawm
icans have been fully guarded in the only a tribute to Senator
Elkins'
camp near Cap Rock in Quay county, de Luna, an inland town in Guada- instrument and would
be unwise, if memory, but a compliment to a young
were shot at four times from ambush. Itipe county, about twelve miles from not
Yours Very Truly.
man who is in every respect
"'W'l'nnff1TOwiMlliilMIII
ungrateful, not to vote for it.
One steel bullet went hrough
worthy
Santa Rosa.' She is sixteen years of
McSATISFACTION
AHSTTKtr
of wearing the mantle of the late senThe Forecast By Counties.
FIRST CUSS
Dowell's hand and through
Miller's age and speaks English very well."
The estimated vote for and
CORRICK'S HACK LINE
against ator," said Harry Warfield,, of
left foot.
.
Alamogordo News.
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Prop
W. Va., a banker who is
by
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at
Baggage
Springer Residence Destroyed By
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Chairman Bursum, after careful
Interested
largely
West Virginia
, in
study
room
Fire
The residence of Attorney D.
at the Santa Fe station at and investigation of the
Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle Horses
existing con- properties.
N Hartley at Snrincer was rnmnWo. Las Cruces was broken into and a
ditions in all the counties, is
"The mere fact that young Elkins
given
and clothes hamper stolen. The herewith:
ly destroyed by fire. The residence
is the son of .his father does not
was a large one and known as the articles were carried behind the waqualwii iijii,! iTaTBiiijuin tn.
San Juan, probably against bv
ify him for the position of a United
Seaberg home. The loss is only part- ter tank and there forced open, but
for,
300; Colfax 1,500; Rio Ar- States senator, but Mr. Elkins
so far there has been no means of riba
is a
ly covered by insurance.
1200; 'Santa Fe 800; San Miguel man who has
made his mark in his
You Can't Be Happy if Your Feet flndinS out what was taken. The theft
1S00; Union 500; Guadalupe
native
500;
state. His ability was
Hurt, and how to keep them from was discovered
yesterday.
Deputy Curry 500; Roosevelt, doubtful; Chaby his father, who intrusted to
hurting, the many kinds of health and 'Snerif Moreno followed the tracks as ves 1,000; Eddy 500; Torrance
400; him the management of
comfort shoes they carry is what W. far as Mesilla ''ark and there lost Lincoln,
vast, interdoubtful; Bernalillo
ests when the young man was
hardly
i. Townsend & Co., are telling vou tnem Dut heard of three men who
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morning, and followed Luna doubtful; Grant 500; Otero 100- remarkable
good shoes for everv-'- ,
them. He found the three men near
capacity that he made a deep impresbody.
oduuuvai buu; McKinley 400;
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upon his father's associates in
Roswell Man Commits Suicide W Mestiuite, but they were not arrested. R00.
H. Hebb, formerly of Albion Mich
business, and it was because he was
However, they stated that they had
Otero County.
but recently in the hardware business scen two men wilh bundles catch the
that he was chosen as presiGood
Tomorrow evening there will be a capable
Tailoring
dent of three of the mostt important
in Roswell committed suicide vester- - early mornmg northbound
freight big
meet.ng at Alamo- companies in the state, vice Dresl- "a"i at Mesilla Park. The offic ers nt
day by shooting himself i
'
has been the makHe leaves a widow and three children! Rincon and other points north of Las gordo at which the speakers will he dent of a national bank, and director
governor Mills. Judge A. B. Fall, and in numerous
one a babe of three days old. It is Cruces have
notified
to
watch a number of others.
other large companies.
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goes after when he
dren. The funeral will take place toWILLIAMS 4 RISING
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not
been
for
the prominence of
passed worthless
The county teachers' association of
checks at Folsom, was rescued from morrow forenoon at 8:45 o'clock from
lamerwhich Superintendent J. V.
is
well tailored,
jio San Frnclco 8t 'Phon 13 Re
Conway
his plight by his wealthy father, a the Cathedral.
is president, held a meeting
Dance on January 23 The famous
Saturday
Fort Worth, Texas, banker, who de- which was attended by at least fifteen
than when he is
clared that in the past two' years he Iri(iian dance at San Ildefonso will be rural
teachers, a dozen school direc
given M011. January 23. This
had paid out $20,000 10 make
tors and many city teachers. Mr.
good
ways
Proves ve' y interesting and last
crookedness of his son
carelessly dressed.
was attended by a large number Conway presided and delivered an in
Leslie Bell Arrested. Sheriff Se- - year
... teresting address on the necessity of
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rustle, .The man was given 90 days Ua'or
spoke on diseases common to school
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and
children and gave the teachers some
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here
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and
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force of the merit of our work. Our
Saturday.
A re- - mittee of three to
cutter is an
arrange for another
ror nrst grade certificaies. Miss
followed the wedding and a
Artist and our Tailors are the most skillful craftman
tie Collatt and Miss Estella Bergere; , Dal1 wl1 be held tonight at the Adobe meeting within a month.
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For Your New Years Callers!
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May the Coining
Year Bring
a
Full Measure
Health, Happiness
and Prosperity.
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May We Tailor You?
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Making Clothes is a Trade!
Good Tailoring is an Art!
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